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t.; =MEATS ON ASSIGNMENT e
I

Introdiaction
For almost two centuries one of the primary objectiven of education in the U.S. has -

been the creation of a tionstructiveeparticipatory citizenry.. As early as the North,' met
Ordinance. ethication Wae seen as essential to Our government. The Ordinance -allotted..
a certain rtion'of land in,each township for education."knowledge being necessary
to good government and the happiness of nrinkind.° The creation of a constructive,
participatory citizen poses a tremendous challenge for teachers and schools. It is not
easy to give young people the skills and esperiente necessary forsgood citizenship°. To
be a good citizen an individual must obtain information, analyze it, make choices given
limitetand sometimes conflicting information, and take action.

several currichlums provide suggestions, one cuffititym' that lead" itselfAl
particularly well to teaching this is a curriculum based on the newspaper.

Students' knowledge or Ink of knov4edge on how ow legal system operates is
shocking. We do need help. Consider some of the data from the 1976 National
Assessment ofEducation Piogress (NAV) regarding high school seniors:

-. 47% believed that a President 'm appoint Congressmen
- 47% did not know that each state has two Senators.

54% did riot know Congivsa has the power to increase our income taxes
- 26% did not know it is legal to start a new political party

Our young citItens need to know more. Obviously by simply te8chlng news content a
student would gain a great deal of basic information about citlzêpshlp. For example. .
election coverage makes it obvious that Congressmen are elected, t appointed by the

eldent and congressmenhavetheissponsibilityof -PaY-44
standard portion of anyone's speech who Is running for office.

The iisfornration provided in any American newspaper not only covers the °basis."
but does so in a meaningful way. The °basics* are 'simply not a seriesofisolatedfacts.
The information is set in a context of reality ,pnd connected to other etota. These
connections provide important linkages fora student to retain arid use information.
The linkages are important but so is the immediacy of the information. Th&student cry
for relevancy in the curriculum Is certainly answered by news content. Newspapers'
bushresi is reportintnews important to us all.

Basic, relevant information in .context also comes interestingly packaged.\Oood
newspaper writing is concise and to the point. and uses phrases and words Which
attract the reader's interest. Therefore not only is basic information available in
newspapers, it is presented so that students can read it and can retain information
more easily because. it is in context and is relevant to the "now". \

tiowever, information without analysIs is not enough. Students must learn to use
information to genera
everything they read in
well as all of society..
because they contain con
differs dramatically. For
force students to compare
opinions. An editorial indi

question of their own. If we taught students to believe
e newspaper we would be doing a great disservice to them as

ely newspapers themselves make it difficult to do this
ctory articles. Information from different sources often
pie. eyewitness reports. politicians, and editorials all

and opinion and to choose between a variety of
ling the public won't stand for another Congresspnal

delay in tax reform and a survey which indicates that lots of people don't know that
Congress makes tax raw forces a reader to think and question. Analytical skills can be
taught by using news articles that require students to think and question.

This handbook provides teachers with concrete suggestions on how to use the
newspaper as the basis for a curriculum to promote a constructive, participatory
citizeiux.

It contains three major sections and can be easily integrated into either language
arts or most social studies courses such as history, govemmentz, law, American
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probleitis. or current events.' The lessons can be used tie a bask) for a course or
integrated: as appropnate for the, entire year. for a semester, or for a few weeks.

The first sec lon. "Citizens' Heir. is a series of 20 lesson plans. all of which are self-
contained and litybeAssed In any died& The time allotted to each leseoniadependent
on teacher 'preh tenet.. Most of the leSsonit can be completed in one, class period or
=tended over as" stud days. The second section. "What Can You Do About the News?", is
a unit which will provide a hindson-emecience for a group of students interested in
taking "action" On a particular problem' or issue identified in the news. It ein011aspes
cominunitYserviCeS and enableuttidents to better understand how to influence public.
policy and law-Maldng. It is r -nmended, although not essentitd, that lessons 16
through 20 be done in advaitce of section 2. The final section. *See It in Print.. contains
g uidelines for writing about any of the twenty experience. or about the community '

action project. The articles can be submitted to the following publications.

JUST-US .
do Constitutional Rights Foundation
6310 San Vicente Boulevard .

.Ios Angeles. California 90%8

A national student-written newspaper that provides a forum for young people ;
concerned with the improvement of our justice system.

A weekly page writtenfot and by young people involved in understanding and
, improving out legal WsPm

- Your own: student newspaper 1.

local newspaper
state education newsletter

Helpful Mats for Teachers .

As foriner teachers we 'ail very sensitive to the increasing demands placed on
teachers. These lessons are designed to make your lives easier not harder. The
responsibility for the successful completion of any of these lessons rests with students,
community resource persons, and administrationnot just you, the teacher. We
suggest you share the rationale with your administration, your local newel:eller. your
parent group, and any community people whd become involved.

0



"Newspapers are the schoolmasters of the _common people. That
endless book, the newspaper, is our national glory."

iw

Oideotives

Matosiala needed:

Motivations

Follow-ups

4

Henry Ward Beecher, 19th Century
Antetittir

To (similiarixe students with format and content of their local
newspaper.
Newspapers, pencils, scissors, glue. large piece ofbutcher paper
for each group, Worksheet A.

.
How well do students Know their newspaper?
As a class, brainstorm far items that can be found in a
newspaper, e.g., news about local events. doings. of President.

. ads. stock listings, sports scores, etc. List all student ideas on
board.
After brainritorming, pass out newspapers to students. Ai a
class try to find 'an. example of each item listed on the board in
the newspaper and write page numbers next to the appropriate
items onboard. (Alert student's to purpose and usefulness of the
as*, usually-found on the first or second page of a newspaper.)

Naw.that-students-havibeert-introdueedio°thelenet'al-format---
and content of the newspaper, focus in on specific items, issues
and events in the paper that have direct impor.ance to them as
informed citizens.
Break the class up into small groups o$34 people, providing a
few newspapers _for each group. Pass out Worksheet A, The
Paper Chase* to aitch group to find sample of all the items listed
on the ditto in the newspaper. These samples must be clipped
from the newspaper. pasted onto paper and labeled accordingly.
The first team to find, clip, paste and label all the 'items wins.
Have students make up their own "Paper Charter for other
classmates to do. Not only will the exercise motillAte students to

9 continue to work with the newspaper in the clasalroom, but will
also subtly but effectively acquaint them with the many different
parts and purposes of the newspaper.

5



Warkskeet A

THE PAR CHASE .

This activity is a ramdesigned to get you around and about the newspaper. The more
quicklyyou get to know your p and its contents, the better your chances are of
winping.' Group organization teamwork are key factors.

Work in grow* of 34 pebpkt. Each group will need the follOwing materials: newspaper.
scissors.. glue. 1 large piece of butcher paper.

F1N1). cur and. PASTE one stuiple for each of the following items in the newspapei:

tile the names of three government leaders

I,
an Equal Opportunity Employer&

itst ..two crimes metioitedt.pichsred or, described;

- an ad for legal services
;re Al

' statement of Bureau of Fairness and Accuraiy
.; an article critical of some aspect of government
- an example of a Constitutional right being exercised

a cousumei Delp column
an editorial" :

- an article of world importance
- a down stock
- mention of a local probleM or issue 1,

The first group to finish should check to see that they have found examples of every item
above. and if. so VICTORY!

4
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oChicago Sun-Times - 1980
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Less on 2

"Let the country know the facts and the country will be scife."
'Abraham 44i coin

`.!

I

Oda:the:

Materials needed:

Iliotivation:

Strategy:

rellow-ups

To acquaint students with the fiWs & H news story format. To
inform students about important turrent events at world,
national and local levels.
To highlight importance and need for an informed citizenry.

Newspapers, Worksheet B.

Explain to students that the typical news story ala,ays includes
the lrors & the who. what, where. when, why and how of a
story. In addition, the & H" are most often included within
the first few or lead" paragraphs of a story, with less crucial
Information following. In this way. a reader need only skim
through the beginning of the story to find out the major facts
pertaining to it,-and then read on to learn more aboutthe story
background if desired. .

Have students choose a story in today's paper and circle the
"SW's & 1.1 of the story, drawing. a line from the circle to the
'appropriate qualifier written Out, in the margin.
Now that students are familiar with the "SW's & H" news story
tonna, have them launch a study of the "SW's & H" of the world
today. Pass out a copy of Worksheet B to each student,
explaining that dray will be filling in this chart over the next few
days to document important current events and the people,
Plana and, things aspciated with each. Students will Skim
through all the articles in.section(e) of the paper yourtlesignate
and write down the most important facts of each the 13W's & H"
- in the appropriate spaces on the chart. (Students will probably
need extra lea of the worksheet or additional paper to '1
complete ignorant.) t 1

At the of the few days (or whatever time pefiod you ch
break into two groups. Have group members compare

tion in their charts to,see that everyone has covered
sane information. If not, group members make the
-additinns and corrections. Give each group a certain amount o
time to study their charts and then have them turned in.
separated by group. Then hold a currrent events contest in which
you ask individual members of each group questions based on
the 15W 's & H" information in that groups' chart. The individual
askid the question may consult with teammates but must make
Ithal, answer by self. If one team answers incorrectly, the other
has a chalice to answer it. One point for each correct answer.
team. With the most points wins.
Have student make current events crossword puzzles based on
information gathered with above chart. Distribute the puizles.
among classmates and other classes to test their knowledge of
important current events at world, national and local levels.

$
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"The press Is the best Instrument, or enlightening the mind of man. and *-
improving him as a rational, moral and-social being."

. ca Thomas Jefferson

Oldeetive:
.

To provide students with an easy, direct method by which to
critically analyze a news story.
To have students make critical decisions about real-life morel

To help students formulate well-thought. fact-supported
arguments on.a current issue.

Materials seeded: Newl.mapers, WorloiheftC

Motivation: Ask class whether or not they feel that there is always a clear case
of right or wrong in a.connict. Ask for personal examples of a
clear case ofiight or wrong in a conflict to support their, .

opinions. Go on to focus on one situation described by a class
member (or related by you to class) in tyhich right and wrong
were not dearly_bbvious. (P1m example, recently an 80 year old

. member of the community was arrested for stealing a loaf of
bread. Later it was found she had gone hung*, for two days for

. lack of enough SocialSecuritystumfftand was too, proud _to beg
ofetcept charity. Was she then penned in stealing the bread?)
As a class. dischas the situation and then, take a vote to
determine who feels it was a case of tight. wrong or undecided. ,
Afterwards, ask individuals to give reasons supportingwhy they
voted as they did.

Strategy: Have students look through paper (or an article which desciibes
"a moral dilemma " - a situation in which right and wro are ncit-
clearly obvioust Such dileinmas occur everyday a/11 ks of
life at world, national and local levels; c.g.:1111hould't
strike anal thus, deprive studentsof their education. shdiald
women be drafted, should the death penalty beabolished, etc. ,`

(See sample articles with this lesson.) As a class. nominate
appropriate articles,-Identify the dilemma in eachand pick one
to investigate further. (The others can be used later the same day-
or later in the week.) . .

Hand out Worksheet C to each student, explaining that by
following the directions on the worksheet they will be able to
quickly analyze or "brier the article and form an opinion based
on the information uncovered. (Teachers may wing to impose .
time limit based on length and difficulty of article and class
ability.) Explain to students that they will be using this legal

--- brief" to aid them in the next activity.
When everyone has completed the worksheet: review responses
as a'clasif and discuss any discrepancies. By the end of the
discussiort4ass must agree on only one major. issue fOr further

° inquiry, shoukl-m0,re than one be suggested:
Now that the case in:Aneation has been' siefed" by class
members, they are prepared ta "takethestand."_TobeginedraW
line on the blackboard and at One end write "fbr" and at the other
end "against". (If a blackboard IS lot available indicate where an
imaginary line would be and the significance of each end.)

1 1
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. ,. State the issue raised in the article In questidn form to the. ,

# % : class. C members should then lake the stand" on the issue
atpoin the line 'Which corresponds with their views. A et

may staid -at either end, of the qr at any point in
the edict middle being "undecided" When all students

.. tokens position along the line, beep the *TA .ntionineby
asking one student to support hither stance. After thisdperson "
has spoken. other students wjth opposing or similar views "take
the floors' with teacher's permission or request. A person may
change position on the line at any time as a result of the debate.
No player can remain totally undecided at end df session. The
"case is closed" when all students share the same position or all
views have he expressed and a-majority decision or impasse .,
reached. .

. 4.,

Follommipt . Compare the students' own views with the actual coOrt decision'
reached in this case, if known or applicable OR have students cs*

4 keep a running newspaper and magazine clipping Ale of articles . r
. pertaining to this. or another Issue and later. on the basis of all . .

. ,
this information, have'them write a report on the issue, to
include their own summary of the situation.

10
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Worksheet C

THE LEGAL pRIEP
1. List the major facts Of the story:

o

a

2. State the major issue in question form:

3. Identify oppning.points of view:

Vislool=11111161,
4. Decide which vi t expresses your opinion and give supporting reasons:

c.

5. Review others' responses and discuss differences. Agree on one major, J sue for

, further investigation.,

11
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Sperm bank worries doctors
B4rbara 114rro

a 1946 Nobel winner who be:,
!loved that brilliant males

Geieticisti here are ex- should have their sperm
prelate* deep concern about stored for future use in N-
OR recent discovery of a production.
Southern California sperm pagGAmENT. .hosieser,
bank exclusively for Nobel etd there is no guarantee
Prize-winning scleatlats. L414 two wig

"It is not only genes that produce a child iØ
go into the making of ettlobel Intelligence. who have to
Fria-winner." laid geneticist take Into account what Is
Eugene Pergament, of MI- adied the regression phenom. ducing a so-called superior
chael Reese Medical Center. non: he said, In which human being even when Far'
"Intelligence Is merely one

of genes resort to a mean, or ental characteristics are
the hereditary components average twit That can hop, closely evaluated. For In.
that interact with environs pee Id Intellfgence, good stance, everyone has eight to
meat, motivation, ambition, looks or any characteristic In 10 genes that may have the
determination, etc. We know the process of heredity that potential to cause genetic die-
that environment is an ex- invokii-eidaienes.. otters In their offspring. Al-
ton* significant comp°. . Graham% idea. sod ger. though techniques for screen.

dent of one's develotoment." nard S. Strauss, professor of Ins carriers of certain genetic
Pergament expressed res microbiology at the Universi- anomalies exist, nothing is

ovations about the concept ty of chicon). Iowa øe a foolproof.
proposed by San Diego bog' very simplistic view of le-
omen Robert R. Grad's man biological endowments."
of developing children of tU He speculated that the chit-
Kft intellipnce. Three No-
bel Prixe4inners have boat-
ed sperm to his Repository
for Germinal Choice l located
in Escondido, he saktiLadding
that three women with ex-
ceptionally high 144 have
been artificially insendnated
with some of the sperm.

William H. Shockley, of
Stanford University, winner
of the 1936 Nobel Prise In

said
l ieGerralel

prolget is a continuation of a
concept developed by the late
geneticist Hermann

by
Muller,

14'

dreg of living or deceased
Nobel laureates are probably
as varied in Intelligence IAN
cis as the ehildr' of non-
winners.

Medical experts point our
that although the chances of
two intelligent parents 'hav-
ing children with similar IQs
is high, the fact remains that
no one can be certain of pros

Moral Dilemma: Should man take human
creation into his own hands?

ter.07. al view
Wllkkieon

I'd like to respond to the Personal View by
Sgt. Chariot Ramsey it the Chicago Police
Department. Ilie headline reed,
contract worth 3 eldhlrea's
say. didn't think so. If the matted we, fireo

lighters seek wore
merely a matter of
hours, wages or mi.
nor working lioadi.
dns, neither would
any fireman on the
picket line.

Whet we want is a
Avant* of greater
geotection tor sway

. reddest of the city.
.IthsthlscrncilIssue
that is the very bent
of the strike.

The tragic. loss of
=nut two of our children
WINOWOH was hit " deg'ly by. every 'Mtn*

fireman as It was by Sgt. Ramseys, aid, In a
very personal sense, mote more minima
firemen have felt such terrible grief hundreds
upon hundreds of times in.the deaths of many
childrendeaths directly attributable to lack
of suffident manpower.

Moral Dilemma: Should firefighters
strike for greater protection for the
city in general and risk the lives of
individual citizens left without adequate
fire protection?

e
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SMFLEMORAL DILEMMAS

Is WildhafiliblVerDOttori i.

Waal* bas (AP)-71r eeomoithoollMichael boa for Thursday. The 'question 11011$ feat Ponta said Sead told *emit 4Inethat the boy
Sad lies stalealses ea &alpha' be' While stasu 4 b Michael Seed alive or dead? had fallen and. Wed hhieself.
arts ad doctor& ape over whether hi Is Alia or Dr. Richard Gilmartin, a neurologist and bead el A Gouty prosecutor sold she Isi wait.
dad. . Wesley Medial Center's' 'lads death" team . lop for the Jeddele &Woke oe "whether Ws Old

Tee fates .hang In .the alma . thinks *heel sire* may be, legally dead. ff h *pool* et site paint."
Kffshael, who as Wee conacted to Itte-support says tads Indicate there is no activity in or blood Police data** Jan *CMS, who inwell. listed

l a d i e s deco he w h a t a t t h e h o o p l a ' Oa . C h r h t s . f l o v i l q t o t h e child's. b a l e . . the case, aid Mideast hid °old fractures In Videos
and IVA Is * victim of dal abort, am** NY. Dot ve Robison, Saad's court appointed suer- die" of annal as MD as bead WWI"' 49141:44*

Hs' stepfather, Thomas Sail,..211, Wm ariested soy. dams mew do le euee. He theeribee the tg, obvious ,this wasn't. *alba date." ,,*

hwe dee Mee Chehttellek doled vfhhArveted *Ai suit is "a tow protecting Ida We illdtel0 PhYddees WWI* Peodolited, tto
ter audio Olio hold in Bail .Sivivur bad. dined to comment an the boy's esailltion: ile is
Imo Me $1 sen, Sad, a laborer, woe ii temporary Michael% mother, Karen, Is not a WWI° 'the listedin critical ceedhise, the hospital, say&
awl order
MIAs&

-the WOW Ihr" 'err** -. sultseadandocalsjidtis. step" st wre:reCii.dhantralwonellmipthetmOrs
Kassa hew, a polka le medially OW lo

It he cannot breaths so Meows and his
g Mead the -Ieliagedast Sad add % lag of Dec. 24 when Michael suffered We Injuries, heart beat 'without led fora sabstendalbed to ander. authorities say. , amount of time or it a phydden belleas that

rn 'h*llies nogg of 'Sedge** -Comity Mai Michael stopped braids& Sad took the "baled on ordinary Mandirds of medal *dike,
c...) Darla Court a the restraining order bust boy toe neighbor's house sad called =ambulance. there Is absence of ebentamous brain fundiSie for

wait. A Merkur se el tempera*, injection bar The WOW called We police.
.

a substantial amount of time.
7 .

1

lawyers. disagree

4.

*MotalAIllecontit: Should life-support Machines be dieconnected if death seems
otherivfse imniinent?

EIBROKE PINES, lip. (AP)Seventea
aatienta State Hospital - -poses
ably *Trod by the teMv on p -loan
"Attica took over the second floor of their
ward but surrendered early Monthly when pat
lice fired tear gas into the bulidina, authori-
ties said.

One security bffime received miner injuries
In the incident, which began late Sunday, on
the ward where patients are held under mind-
nal court: orders, pollee said.

The patients, some armed with sharp metal
Apia and makeshift clubs, Mauled out

. after about a damn tearlse rounds were

fired into the bulkilz a Steward County
sdueritrs spokesman

wftem's talk gobs around that some were
watching the TV show 'Anita' last night
sheet the prison riot," he said. "There had
been & dispute earlier In the day about a radio
bells taken away or threatened to be taken
am for safety reasons understand
some patients were mad at that."

The Port Lauderdale News quoted one hose
pltal employee as saying patients in the ward
had watched the movie, which portrayed the
takeoviotaerat a New York state prison In the
eteely

Moral dilemma: Should television's freedom to air shows containing violent fare. be
restricted because it might Influence the occurrence of violence In real life?



Lesson 4

This coganization qiciurpress has truly been a success. Our law concerning the press
is such that divergOnda of opinion between members qf the government are no

- longer an occasion/or public exhibitions, which are not the newspapers' business.
We've eliminated that conception qj political,freedom which holds that everybody
has ti right to say whatever comes into his head:*

Adolf Hider

Ilatedals needed:
llotivationt

4

Strategy:

To have students critical analyze the news.
To demonstrate theintegralrole of a free press in a democracy.

Newspapers. $

Ask students to brainstorm on what they feel the
responsibilities of a newspaper reporter to be and list these on
the board; e.g., to check and re-cheat the facts, to cover altleads,
to report without bias. etc. Next look at a news story within the
front section of today's newspaper. Go down the brainstorming
list on the board and have students try to decide whether or not
theitbel t reporter met all these responsibilities. Puestions to
ask t be: we know the liVre ir of the story; i.e., the
who' wwhen, where, why and how? Is more than one side of

_the sir in the article? Do we Icnow where the ok

reporter got his information; e.g., a direct quoti, an
unidentified source, etc.? Is the reporter stating facts and not
opinion?
FollowupthitractiviW____by asking students to brainstorm on What
they feel the responsibilities of a newspaperreader to be; e.g., to
read more than one account of a news event, to be aware of
intentional or unintentional bias, to separate fact from opinion,
etc. Summarize by saying that a reporter's job is to report on the
-newssethoroughly-and-objeetively-as-possibleta-ewpaper----7--
reader's job is to read the news as thoroughly area objectively as

ble, and then, form his/her own opinion _4 on the subjects at

:

Read students the following quote hem Thomas Jefferson:
*Were it left tome to decide whether we shouldhave government
without newspapers or newspapers without government I
should not, hesitate to choose the latter.* Ask students to
summarize Jefferson's viewpoint. What reasons can they think
of to support or challenge this view? Dismal as a class.
After diScussion, heard out s newspaper to each student and
pose this situation to the class: litagine that you woke up one
morning to find that freedom of the press no longer existed and
that government had taken control of all newspaper

licatiote Keeping this situation in mind, have students
11, 'through articles in the front section of the paper (not

editorials) and eroesoutlri red all those articles that In any way
=tome person or aspect of government In a less than

light; e.g. presidential aide faces tax fraud charges,
city firefighters go on strike, police c1t1. etc.
Encourage students to skim through altarticles carefully. for
although a n_lajor portion of the article might portray
govenunent fel/oral:1y, a few sentences might do otherwise: e.g.,
a quote from the opposition or a reference t° previous failures In
these cases, students may merely want to cross out the

14
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sentences or paragraphs in questio. tIf poisibie, do this
exenalse with .a week's worth of nr vets to further
demonstrate the- important7sole-otssuaree-pressin..evryday _..

ffairsa
After. all the nevispapers hare been "censored" go over each page
asit classolettli ng any discrepancies that alight arise. Next,
have one grow* of atudentspool their newspapers and cut out .
any article that has beentroised out completely or in part and
post Oribulletin board undertheheading*Censored". (A pooling
of newspapers la riecessat) as, cutting out one article might
interfereWitiriuroth4tOn the other side of. the page.) Have
another grOup cutout these front section erti that remained
untouched and post.talbulletin board under
Tocensoredt`"
Finally:Ma Class comRare the two. isplays. Exainine the types.
of news Modes, under each heading. Which articles do students
consider, to be most: important to the public's evetyday life?
Least iniportant? If students were givenonlythe.information in
the "'Uncensored" dis that day. how Might they suffer for
lack of the inforMation? Give hypothetical) .

exiunplea? PiscUse. \

Follow -ups Have stUdents write an essay Weed on the fo quotation:
"1411 i know is Just what 'leaden* the pawls." Rogers
Have studentstonntilate arguments forend againet Will Rogers'
statement hosed on what tll experienced in the preceding.

. activities. Can the netosagerllopide one with all the
'information one neecTerAir eiVaditionia ehalle e.'Students
may want to write their own quotation to express their view on
newspaper reading and a free press, and write an .essay

. . supporting their statement, or base a debate on the view.

4o
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Lesson IS--

The theory 91a free press is that the truth will emerge from free
reporting andfive discussion, notthat It will be presented pettedly and

. instantly in any one account."
Walter Lippman

°Natives

Materials needed:

Motivations

stratigi:

6

Fallow-up:

Ito examine the advantages as well as disadvantages of a free
press.
To extunine the role of the (tee pzess' in students' own_ _-
community.

Newspapers

AIthe!astis for past instances in Which they felt the
went °too far* in reporting the newspr provide examples

such as mneoesjasy exposuie Of death, tiPorting on the family
lens of $ known community leader. interviewing

'members of a murder victim, etc. Discuss specific
examples. .

In light of this discussion do students feel that he press should
face iegai restrictions concerning coverage of Certain types. of
news or should the press be left to,report anything that's fact?
What are the disadvantages and advantages of each alternative?
Which advantages of one do students feel outweigh the
disadvantages of the other? Have students support their
_position:with_ seasons and examples_ from past press coverage
wherever possible. . ,

Have students take a critical look at the news coverage in their
local newspaper and on their local television stations. Have each-
student first go through the paper, clipping. outany-artides,
columns, pittUres that he/the feels to be offensive. Next have
students watth an evening news program, taking notes on those
televised segments that they felt to be offensive. Afterwards have
students share the 'restate of their examinations with rest of
dims. Do any students disagree? If ao, have each explain their
rationale.
Point out the significance of such disagreement in that it
demonstrates the complex mixture of reader/viewer tastes,
values, and expectations that newspapers and teleVision news.
programs must try to accbmmodate. Have students respond to
the following observation of Benjamin Franklin on the subject:

If all printers were determined not to print anything till
they were sure it wOuld offend nobody, there would be very
little Printed.*

if students do hot find any of the newspaper or television
material offensive. it could suggest that the two forms of local
media have excelled in meeting and satisfying this needs of its
readereNiewers-forthat day, hi- this-case, have studintit --
brainstorm on what they liked about the news coierage, what
qualities and responsibilities they felt were upheld.

Have students write reactions tó the following contrasting
statements concerning a free press, using examples from the
newspaper to support opinions. Make sure they note the
authors of each statement.

18
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lifey should freedom of speech and freedom of the press be
allowed? Why should a goverhment which is doing what it
believes to be right allow itself to be criticieed? It would not
allow opposition by lethal weapons. ideas are much more
fatal thingd thai4uns. V/hy shoidd any man be allowed to
buy a printing press and disseminate pernicious opinion
calculated to embarrass the government.*

Lenin
2. 4The press must befree; it has allays been so and much evil

has been corrected by it. If government finds itself annoyed
by it let It examine its own conduct and it will find the
cause."

-Thomas.Erskine
Scottish Jurist

4

I.
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11. Who ever knew the truth put to the worse in afree and open
encounter?'

John Milton

Objective* To differentiate fact from opinion through examination of
.straight news stories and editorials.
To develop critical reading and analysis skills.
To stress need for critical reading and awareness skills for an
informed and capable citizenry.

Materials needed: Newspapers and Worksheet D.

Motivations Have students turn to the editorial page(s) of their newspaper.
Choose one editorial for them to read silently. When all have
finished reading pose the following Orations for
discussion/analysis:
- What is the major issue dealt with in the editorial?

What is the _position of the editor on the subject?
What relsons does the editor give to support his opinion?
What !kis does he include regarding the issue? (Underline)

- What opinions does he voice *yarding the issue? (Circle)
Afterwards. ask students what other information they would
like to know about the issue. not included in the editorial. in
order to make a better informed decision about the issue.

Working independently, have students repeat the above process
on another editorial, using Worksheet D as theirguide (Parts I &
II). In addition. they will next fill in Part U_Lof_thettorkalleetwith__
facts from articles they find addressing the same issue, while
keeping in mind questions posed in Part U of the activity.
After they have completed the worksheet as best they can have
them write an essay on the issue. expressing their agreement or
disagreement with the editor, supported by the information ,

they gathered. on the worksheet.

Follow-up: Launch Er examination of the-edttorialeartoon. Have class look
at today's editorial cartoons and at a glance try to determine
what issue each addresses. Are those other articles on this issue
in today's paper? Have class read these articles on one of the
issues.
Next have students analyze the cartoon on the chosen issue by
answering the following questions:
- What opinion does the editorial cartoonist express on the

issue? _

- In what ways does the cartoonist exaggerate?
What symbolism is used. if any?
After reading the articles on thtissue, do you share the
cartoonist's opinion? Whyor wily not?.

Have students go on to try their own hand at creating an
editorial cartoon on the issue. If they agree with the newspaper's
cartoon, have them address a different aspect of the issue, If they
disagree. have them sketch an opposing view.

18



Worksheet D

NEWSPAPER FACT AND OPINION
Analyze a given editorial and related news stories by completing the following log:

STATE ISSUE.

I. Editorials

Editor's Position.
I.

Opinions Stated:--
111111.

Facts Stated. ..

Brainstorm for questions left unanswered by editorial (Part I).

guestioni to Ask:

IN.

III. News Stories

Facts Stated:.

b
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a Lesson 7

When the right of every citizen to cooperate in the government of
society is acknowledged, every citizen must be presumed to possess
the power of discriminating between the different opinions of his

.contemporaries, and (if appreciating the dffferentfactS from which
inferences may be drawn."

Alexis de Tocqueville
19th CenturtAuthor of

*Democracy in America"

Objective: To alert students to individual beliefs and prejudices that Might
affect one's decisions and actions in the community.,
To help students differentiate between fact and opinion in the
newspaper.
To demonstrate the need for critical reading skills and
awareness.

Uterlals needed: Newspapers. Worksheet E. poster paper, glue. red marker.

Motivation: Ask studenls for examples of statements offact and statements
of opinion. Discuss any disagreement that might arise. Next.
have students determine whether the following statements are

,

fact or opinion:
It is a privilege to be President of the United States.
Communism is a bad form of government.
There are three branches of U.S. government - the executive.
the judicial. and the legislative.

- The President of the U.S. is elected by democratic vote.
Murder is a crime.

- An American citizen-TM
- A free press is a necessary part of a democracy.
- The firstPresident of the UniNd States was Abraham Lincoln.
Point out that it is not always easy to quickly differentiate
between fad and opinion due to individual beliefs and
PreJudices-

Strategy: Ask students if they believe, that the newspaper gives a reader
nothing but factual information. (If not. ask for possible.
examples.) Pass out Worksheet E to each student. With red
marker have them underline or circle any examples Of opinion
they can find in each of the newspaper items leaving the factual
information untouched. When everyone has finighedv compare
notes and discuss any disettepancies and note anfexamples that
might have been missed. (Note: Although a straight news story
reports the facts, in doing so it might include an opinionated
quote by *source interviewed for the story - something a critical
reader must be aware of.)
For practical application. have each student look through
his/her own newspaper for ten examples of opinion. Have them
clip out these items, paste on poster paper and underline or
write underneath which phrases and sentences are statements
of opinion. Indicate to students that they should search for
varied examples; i.e., not all movie ads. all editorials. etc.)
Post the finished results in classroom as a special reminder for
the need for critical reading skills and awareness.

20



Follow-ups Critical listening skills are as important as critical reading skills
when it comes to citizens making their own deciions about
important issues in The news. In light of this, have students
watch an evening news show and. with pad and paper in hand.
joi down any opinidns stated during the news program; e.g.. a
sportscaster might comment on a player's."poor display of
spottsmanship". Students might be suited to watch different
stations' news programs. and when the dings are discussed
in class the next day the different stations' reporting can be
compared as well.

0
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Worksheet E
o

FACT VS. OPINION
the examples ofopinion you can find in the following newspaper items. leaving
untouched.

Labor leder Ell chairmen of the
St, Patrick's Day parade; is swell ;roper.
dead Traffic) Cowl LeFe
wart redden se the Irish Fellowship

init. Bribed releeted the suggestion
by Mate TIIINIMVIT day Cased" a

Kupcinst
sleuth Canter' 'Importer, to invite the
peddled to 'march in our sismati,St. Pat-

:ides Dag parade alompide ids anteganiet, Mayor arse. That

vide sane relief tram the daily heedlines. But Lefts*.
would have added a MI* Eris to the eveat amt *-
vow, also at the urging of . has dthpaebed a letter
to Comer, extending the. kish Fellowship Club dinner invite.
Heim; for the sane day. ptal a loaf my be better than Am),

WORLD'S LARGEST COIL ligAGAZINE

601Nage is the magazine you need to keep upto-
date wilh what's happening In the booming maskdt
for gold and silver coins.

Thls Issue answers the big question'on everyone's
mind Is there mom for the email investor In gold?
It also takes a look al hOw today's Intemidional
markets will affect tomorrow's collecting.

carpe A net for. every coin collector!

DON. TACO RESTAURANT
byz.r. Lawman

Widest a (INK the hakes Melee owed as 0011
TACOI Seateelews owes ewes the very beet hi Chimp.
Isei. Its Mete Antibes, Piste iodedee as esserweeet of
liessesb (111111111111 nosh Gweeisele. doe Heehiledei, To

aed law WI MOWN Ilia". 51111' rallgag.
News ere T. M. oluffid with bd. Mime se Clime
Aid Mime ... hyped with Teemewilowee. Wagon
seerettees "Yeah Ube thwe . eshowlso, Nei des
boa." Net el* wet hos me he.. eatirosd Soho do
Itswoutesee 42 IMO el Mum... a isstimedal Is WIC
The sew maw num fres a wee of teen den II
ashes an CAIN? ASADA Met Dial-1esiea style) end
CHILD HELLOS:IS lembeatie Maim ht pro deka
with Cheeped Muss, Mop*. Swam wed HO*" des,
dipped to Ses Hamer sod frisdb

BEST CCI"d N
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MALL PAIR TNN
DAMON NI
THE Alain

"Gicarenteed to
chase gout blame
away, We that

molting"
KuP/Sve Thaw

sammuari
NOLVTION
OF THE Nit
BUMS r-

a fleitotrow
Moo Issinv
veld View S .
Mastordseree

DRURY LANE THEATRE

TOWER PLACE

War is no buffet tablo
Rickard Reeves* tpolonm "Drift bate to

tear America spire reflects the sad tenor of
our time and dab Pepsi generation's condo,
ous emphasis on Wand* end'
Mitts end osghot of goner.
sully &street* their parents.

For the United States to smith' its strong.
voice in intanalionsi Wein, it is essential to
haps ti ekell and manned erased
faro* which= mot be attained
without the draft.

Reeves and many others who 'think like
him Amid realise that were that have to be
fought are not like at buffet teldebopen to the

leleedon. D. M. Vockovieb. M.D.



Lesson 8

"The newspaper is a microcosm Onational Itfe. This is as much the
case in regard to the advertisements as the letter-press. A glance over
the advertising columns of a large . . papershows rejlected, as it were
in a mirror, the whole of the active life ci the people."

V

W. Stead. Jr.
Author of "The History

of Advertising"

Objective: To inform students of their rights and responsibilities as
consumers.
To further stress the need for critical reading awareness skills.

Material needed: Newspapers. Worksheet F.

Motivation: Ask class members to share in discussion accounts of a family
member's. friend's. or their own personal experiences
concerning Consumer problems; e.g.. problems returning
flawed blouse, overbilling, gas company turning off heat. etc.
Have class suggest ways in which the consumers in question
might have avoided or reacted better to the situation. In which
cases. do students feel the consumer could not effectively handle
tie problem alone and needed the help of an outside legal or
consumer organization? How so?

Explain to students that every day untold numbers of people ,

experience consumer-related problems. some as the result of
their own others by the questionable business
practices the other parties. As a case in point. have each
student complete Worksheet F in which they read questions and
answers on real-life consumer problems and analyze the actions
of those involved.
Worksheet F completed. have students launch a further
investigation of consumer problems in the world, national and
local communities by looking for related material in their daily
newspapers; e.g., consumer-help columns, articles dealing with
consumer fraud. advice columns. et(. Have students keep a file
of related clippings. categorizing them by Wh ether they are
mainly examples of consumer ignorance or questionable
business practices.
When students have a sufficient amount of material in their file
have each, compile two lists from the information gathered. One
list should note tips for consumers to follow in order to prevent
making problems for themselves; i.e.. read the small print. don't
take anything fOr granted, keep receipts, etc. The other list
should include "consumer beware" tips that protect consumers
against questionable business practices; e.g.. beware of
*superdeals*. avoid get-rich-quick schemes read contracts
carefully, etc.
Combine infoimation from all the students' lists into one
comprehensive list for each category. Have students distribute
the list among school. family and community members to raise
consumer awareness. If possible, include the addresses and
phone numbers of local consumer-help organizations,
newspaper consumer-help columns, etc.

Sn'ategy:



As consumers, students should be aware of the consumer
advantages and disadvantages of advertising and learn ways to
critically analyze the material to +heir benefit.
Have students find examples of each of the following advertising
techniques in newspaper, magazine and television
advertisements. Paste an example for each on a large piece of

an&label-tt-accordinglyTor-in-the-casz of-television
commercials have students write a description of the
commercial.

?spied Advertising Tedudquel
1. Bandwagon 'Everybody's doing it."
2. Testimonial - 'Edward G. Robinson drinks our coffee."
3. Plain Folks - "Howdy, neighbors. Welcome to our program

this morning.'
4. Snob Appeal - "Original creations by Aadame L'Exclusive."
5. Name Calling - "Red". "Reactionary", etc.
8. Glittering Generalities - "Absolute honesty*: "right to work":

"American way".
7. Transfer using a picture of a mother and child to transfer

our feeling of love to whatever a poster is advertising.
8. Slanted words or phrases - "Tested in the laboratory".
9. Card-stacldng using half-truths which cannot be denied -

or whole truths which have no point in the discussion:
distorting or twisting. facts
selective omissions half-truths
incomplete quotations.
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Action time
.cam. NI by Sale

Q. Someone Is Mak mow* me. I ordered a snow
Mow, from Alden six 1Wm ago but was told the item'
was out or stock, on I said the store to forget It Int Alden
wrote bad that It was too late to caned and to merely re-
fusoldivery when It arrived. Mlle everything wont without

. a hitch, Mops is still WI* me for the shipping and ban-
Mot Of coma I but I haven't been given a re-
ply. I don't want my good credit placed hi Jeopardy.

ML F., Posen
A. Alden. told Action dine it had properly credited your

account for the returned snow blower ($365.69) but calls
your attention to five bras that Were purchased for $20.38
plus a $13.69 "Ambassador" order that comprised the bal-
ance. Store officials, also verified receipt of your final pay-
ment, which you apparently had made in the Interim.

Q. How'd fat Eke to be stranded ha Isms City, Mo.,
with so MO It *mod to is. We gmbhod one et those
cheap fl Midway Airlines was diming for 45 cants per

we departed Mowore asked a clerk V
71date'assnrod posse. es the last ftft leaving LC. The

girt said she was positive we'd be able to get back for the
same peke. When we enfold, though, we dlecovend the last
plane beck was hooked solid. There we were; with about M
other person, and no 'MOM* Some of the pespie wound up
staying at the Salvatio'n Arm, while we slept It 4 in the
airport with the others, waiting tor someone to come up
with a bright idea. The only thine soy* mid emilleet wee
to pay the monad NS tam The problem was that be ien
us we einidn't have seat one passenger to adagio. Thlek.
Midway furnished VI of us wkk debts and add we'd be
billed later. My dilemma is that I bad she kids, with me.
Where ant I going to get $4781' I don't have It. The chugs of
a
am to

lifetimeto fty In an ablisnecertainly backfired. Mat
I pins dot

A. It would be easy for us lecture you a bit on this subject,
but we won't. Midway Airlines sdd it was sorry you were
given such a guarantee by its employee, since all seitts were
standby and crowds were lugs. Also, had you carefully read
the company's offer, you would have known the same
"ground flights back

a possibility. we've kept
you dangling long enough. Midway Airlines told Action time
it will make an exception In your case and waive the bill.
Just remember Shakespeare's words, 'When I was at home, t
was In 'a better place."

Q. You've got to, help me get some sleep. Ever since my
upstairs neighbor, an elderly woman of 75, moved in last
year, I don't think I've slept *web a single night. Every.
thing's tine until about 2 a.m. and then she Marts maldft all
sorts of racket: fly4tbe ti out of had, dam-
miolingdreeser drawers, clomping around heavy shoes and
talk to herself. I bang on the ceiling and she bangs
right back. *her than this hafting beck and forth there is
no eommtudeation between us. The build* is mostly fall of
older people and the landlord Ladd is up In years, so to
whom do I turn shoat this? No one hen seems to want to
got involved. Action time has helped on many people; please
help me..I know this may sound petty, but to me it means no
glb! all and I've beta getting very nervoes about my own

JUMPY REAM
A. Sometimes we believe the 'Chicago Department of Hu.

man Services is getting just like Solomon. And that's good.
Staffers talked with you and your neighbor. We understand
You both have agreed not to disturb each other and to be
more neighborly. Hopefully men be able to get some sleep
now, and your upstairs friend will also have a source to go if
she's Wine troubles of her own.

BEST Li'd.
25

Worksheet A

CONSUMER AWARENESS
Answer the following questions using
information prdvided in the adjacent
consumer help column.

1. What mistakes did Consumers #1, #2
and/or #3 make respectively?

2. What did Consumers #1. #2 and/or 013
do that was consumer-wise?

3. What consumer tips would you suggest
here so that others might avoid such
problems themselves?

1111111..1111
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Lesson 9

I do not Lame also in the abolition ojfree inquiry or that the ideas
represented by freedom of thought', :freedom qfspeech; freedom of
press; undlretrassemblrare just rhetorkdt myths. 1 -bete-ye-rather
that they are among the most valuable realities that men have gained,
and that If they are destroyed,' men will againfight to have them.*

Thomas Wolfe
20th Century American

Author

Objective: To familial% students with the Bill of Rights.

To alert students to the importance of these rights to their
everydaY life-

Material needed: Newspapers; Worksheet 0. pobter paper, glue.

Motivation: Without looking the informatianup, have students list on board
what they think the ten rights guaranteed under the Bill of
Rights are. (If students are; in disagreement. more than may
be listed at this time, depending on their answers.) Afterwards.
compare the rights on the board with those actually Included
under the Bill of Rights. Which. if any, were left out from the
students' list. Did the students list any rights not included
under the Bill ofRig. hts. (Ifso. have students check to see if these
are addressed in the Constitutional Amendments.)
Conclude by asking. each student to think of one real-life
example in which any one or all of these rights iveriexercised or
challenged: e.g.. Proves/toe Magazine's A-bomb article
regarding the right of freedom of the press. Write each student's
answer on board.

Strategy: Explain tv) students that the examples they've listed on the board
of rights-heingexercised or challenged are only a feviof an untold
number of instancesinvoMngtme. aspect of the Bill of Rights
everyday. as demonstrated in daily riews-oceerage.
In support of this state. mit. ask students to complete
Worktheet 0, *The DI" . Rights in Action" Students 'must read
each of the articles and/or headlines to determine which is an
example of which articles and/or headlines to determine which
is an example of which right included under the Bill of Rights. It
would be helpful if students had before them or onboard a list of
ten rights for easy reference. Students write what they believe to
be the correct right above the appropriate article and/or
headline. (An "answer sheet" is provided with this lesson of this
unit.) When students have finished, discuss each example and
any d , es that may arise. In which example. are rights

. ?Are there any examples in which students feelrat not be allowed to be exercised as such? If so. why?
Having examined a daily sampling of right-related newspaper
articles, student/ are now ready to launch an examination of the
Bill of Rights through their own newspaper. Have students
search through the newspaper for a week, or other period.
looking for examples of each of the ten rights being exercised or
challenged. (If wanted. divide class into ten teams and assign a
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right to each team to find examples of.) Have students clip
appropriate articles and/or headlines they find ill the paper. At
the end of the week, arrange these in a bulletin board display
under the approprate rights' headings to further promote .

citizenship awareness. Have ve class members examine °redisplay
and disckres various &Melee on the board and any discrepancies
that arise, as before,

Further stress the significance and importance of the Bill of
Rights to our everyday life, by asking students the question: If
you were forced to give up five of theserights; which do you feel
would be most important to keep?
First break the dam into small groups in which they must reach
a decision rigarding the five rights to keep through
discussion/argument and then denroaatie vote. (You may wish
to set a time limit to keep discussion to the point.).When each
group has reached its decision he two groups Join together
and repeat process. Continue like this until ajljgroupe have
come together as one, and a whole class on/argument
and vote takes place.
Afterwards, ask if everyone was content with the final risults of
the vote. Ask any who were not to explain their feelings,. stating,
however, that the final decision will nevertheless stand.: hi this
way, students will experience firsthand the workings of the
democratic process, and better understand the freedoms.
guaranteed Ais and the reasoning behind theft.

29 31
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Worksheet G

THE BILL OF RIGHTS IN ACTION
Read thgnewspaper items below and determine which are representative of each of the
ten rights guaranteed unc- ter lbe-13111-of Rights;-Write-the approprate right in the space
above each article.

Jimenez and Lyres Swot*

wittezeded
robber, a goal and * third ime,iy,imetreder

Today Mft a holdup dtempt at a
service Is the Vddaas AtiNea Lake*

IPcs said, di do suspect md a *tender apposed to have
Miend serious gambol mum, Their asses weren't haw
.dlately declood.

Pad Moeda, a gust ke the thilleus laic* cheek.caehlog
service, sPdfered a mdedel MU wand 4Indng im ex.
Aimee oishots,:ameft to Mei Thillset owner d the ii.'
vice.

'yossimmgmlorimxsitrs
In toodoonY Monday and Toed* Groff NM the IRS

veidptiou showed Scott sever mod enough mousy to pay
KUNO la peaks! apnoea out of his own pocket. ,

He testified that Scott and his lawyers tried to prate the en. '
tra mosey came from unrestricted gifts hum supporters.

Jurors' opinions mixed
on film coverage of trials

From Stoma Wkos
sAirru Preedutors mid Tues.

day:they will seek the stiffed peed* pad.
tlesfor top to 100 New_Idedso Stets Pealtes.
ddy lamed bethind ,nesetible tor the
weekend dat, the most ow. ain Ids.
my In this country.

Thu still bands, la theldiar gymasalum
Tuesday blocked adehers MINN for more
bodes hi the fiV11$14 pealteadiuy where d
hut 35 hawse died, imay the victims of
human aboddes.°

TRENTON. N.J. (UPI)Idway Jurors who
served Inn series of triad at whkh sews pho.
tographers were pens/Med to take pictures.
ay they favor camera coverage at Important

They deo believe camera coverage would
suramage more people to serve ea juries and
show the public how the 14e1 eydem works.

"Photo coverage should be allowed In awry
case, Its * public Weak" mild Saigon County,
NJ,Jwar Herbert ONO*

United Prue international interviewed 15
ot fit yards who served In five New Jersey
trials at which camerae were permitted waspermitted

bads. 'Of those laterviewed, 13
add they were not distracted by Abe cameras.
Eleven said photographers la anatroods
ibould becomes pomaded fixture but AR but
dine them wanted .to limIt it to blg trials

Nags schedule
protest march

RALEIGH, N.C. (AO.-
with widespreaMmimity interest. Oneaditoo, ohms of a sum-

Camas have been banned from New Jer-
sey courtrooms after the 1930 1Thdbergh kid.

several months, is gelded im.
othd ono-4 Nad leader lays

aap.murder trial when autborkho aid they he pleas to lead a lediecom.
created a draw atmosphde. la the aped. midst demimetratlos.

one robbery
mot muldtaltes is New Jersey to May,

caInvolved W', Osage ColleY,

her of menthes la the pad

professor Idiom,'

For do
phers were barred from tek10$ pictures show.
lag the Mont tems.

Although the solidity of those interviewed
favored camera coverage of at lust some ma .
Jut trials, others opposed the ides.

rotection, the Pbotoirs d emoomles at the
telisreaChkago, wilt dittoes

and Owdopmest
Polley" at 1130 pm. Feb. II
In the Crawford Auditorium
of the Minds Mitts of
Technology, 3200 S. Stele.
The talk is pert of the lag*
tutes bee 'able lecture mo. :

des on nedmoloey, boom.
dm and World Leadership."

Fled bus driver suss TV station
'jot skim lim of her going In bar

loam a bad dodo arid Ms Aortas bar ester.
MILWAIXOt be eke who Mid do was fired

=Mr tidos wiW lowalaw sod tlie Mu for 111.211

Alms D. Dews, 371, mid tbr'tlim we ode while she was
wadies kr Oaks Ids tioadleda node WI die we.
NW by WHM.TV hi* Wards I satetag a tavern to we the
MEWL

KISTONStot =
out load Is some
ads schools for Or fiat time
Ii dght years 'TsietW, but
the state Civil Liberties
thicaormhd lb lake the is.
as bark la tlas court*

A asw ditto kw that took
affect Nesday ab:tws torch.
es ei oh ter alaied robot
taers to bed We doss hi
Ondne. UMW* who don't
west to prey we allowed to
leave the dasskom.
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Pace die art is Me
Wm behalf or sIjl
wilmises W

floprkdoi MIN yestimisyt
lide adieu

NOTE: All the above examples
were taken from Just one
issue of The Chicago
Sun.Times. February 4. 1980..

BEST COPY fi61,1e;d3LE



THE BILL OF RIGHTS EN ACTION
(ANSWER SWUM

(Note: Students might find more than one right represented In an article, but must at
least find the ten below.

RIGHT '10 BEAR ARMS

RIGHT TO LEGAL COUNSEL

RIGHT TO A JURY TRIAL

RIGHT Tt , ACTICN
FROM C1 AND UNUSUAL
PUNISH r

RIGHT TO FREEDOM OP THE PRESS

RIGHT TO
PEACEFULLY ,

ASSEMBLE

RIGHT TO FREE-
DOM OF RELIGION

RIGHT TO PRIVACY

RIGHT TO FREE-
pom OF SPEECH

RIGHT PROTECTING
SELF-INCRIMINATION ,

A
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Lesson 10

in my opinion. the nears are equal to the courts and,
sometimes ahead qf the cou in our system in protecting the people's
fundamental-righte

Senator Robert. F. Kennedy.

131lective: To involve students in real-life decision-making.
To Introduce students. to our court process.

Material needed: Newspaper article describing a moral dilemma.

Mothration: Ask students to think of times when they had a disagreement
with their brothers. sisters or Mends and nothing one could say
could change the other person's mind. Ask a few students to
describe these experiences. How was each disagreement finally
resolved by a parent, through compromise. "bribery", etc.? Ask
class members if they. feel the ways which the problems were 4
solved were best course °faction. gtvh2g reasons tosupport their
views. If not, what alternatives can they propose? Discuss.

Strategy: Select an article from the newspaper which describes'a real-life
confiict..(For example should city teachers go on strike?)
(Sample articles are included with this lesson.)
Divide class into gh...rps of three. Read or hand out copies of the
article selected to the groups. Explain to them that each group
will fake part in a court simulation.' based on the problem
described in the. article. Students in each group should decide
which members will take on the roles of judge, plaintiff and
defendant. Their roles should be described' to them as follows:
Judge: The judge must see that both sides have a fair

chance to present their cases. The judge should
not interrupt or dominate the proceedings.
This person has accused the defendant of doing
or not doing something which he' thinki is
unfair. He is the one who has asked the court to
hear the case and wants some type of action
taken against the defendant. The plaintiff
speaks to the judge first.

Defendant: This person has been accused by the plaintiff. He
has been summoned to court and is probably
appearing against his will.'He listened to the
accusation and then either tries to prove it
untrue or give reasons to justify his actions.

After the roles hive been described to the students. groups
spread out and role -play the situation as each sees it. The
plaintiff speaks first. then the defendant. The judge may ask
questions of each before making his/her decision, which he
must support with reasons.
If time allows. rotate roles and repeat the process twice. with a
new article each time. Afterwards, join together again as whole
class. Ask each group to explain the decision, they reached
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concerning the problem. DieAss differences of opinion. The
following question are suggeited for "disbriefing". the
simulation:
1. What were the major issues in the case?
2. ..Was.each_Judges_decision_lairi Why_or why not ?.. .

3. Which is the most difficult role to play? Why?
4. How well (realistically) did the participants play their roles?

What emotions did each feel rising up in them during the
reittig/Ing?

Follow-opt Ask each group of three to select an article. from the paper
themselves that describes a conflict at a local. national, or world
level. Have each group role-play the situation as before, butthis
time 2-3 other groups who will act as the courtroom audience.
Rotate turns until each group has role-played their situation.
Afterwards, ask each student to write-it letter to the editor"
describing histher agreement or disagreement with one of the
court decisions he/she witnessed as a member of the courtroom
`audience. Eabh letter should include a statement of agreement
or disagreement. reasons to support this statement and
suggestions for alternative decision(s). if applicable.
Direct etudents to actual letters to the editbr in their regular
newspaper as examples.

4
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SAMPLE CONFLICTS

`Spy' court called a 'yes' court
WASHINGTON (AP)A topentrat

court, aided as a toddles sa govern-
mod iples, has panted every governs
mot request to um whines, bogs and
other electrode mrselliance in fortis

=Mcam, according to source.
ales months of work, the For-

eign Intelligence Surveillance Court has
never turned the government down, said
a knowledgeable mem

But this mune said the application,
and the court-approved warrants, nom-
bee fewer than 100 and are rank* at
about the mane level as a few yems ago
when such surveillance required no
court reviewlyo.

Some dubious eavesdropping
all are turned down within the spy
agendas themselves and by the Justice
Department before they ever reach the
court, mid several government officials.

"We don't present a case we think is
going to be denied," add Kenneth C.
Bass, who is Attorney General Benjamin

Conflict:

Plaintiff:
Defendant:

L MOWN comet for intelligence
FAO- '

The seven-judge court was created by
1978 bolds** demised to prevent a
recurrence of the intelligent abuses die.
closed In the 19701. That statute, for the
tirst dine, required court warrants. for
electronic eavesdropping used by the
FBI in investigations of foreign *es In
the United State,. For more than 10
years, warrants have been required for
sischrinic surveillance la a! inv

Because of the extreme secrecy of for-
alp spy cues, Congress established
'pedal court to handle foreign
genes warrants...

The Carter administration has now
asked 'Congress to give the same court
the power to authorise intelligence
agents to open mall sad break into
homes and offices in spy Investigations.

Critics have said the court would, be
little more than a ribber stamp for the
government and that the unwind maw
cy of its proceedings would prevent its
being accountable to the public.

Even the court's decisions me never
made public, and its hearings are con-
ducted in a light-proof, -sound-prout
chamber in the main Justice Department
building. The mina is "acoustically and
electronically secured to be invulnerable
to hostile penetration," Baas said.

Hennas Schwa u, a longtime critic of
eavesdropping policies, said the stavey
makes it almost impossible to evaluate
the court.

He also noted that several judges on
the court and on the three member ap-
pellate panel have long records of sup-
'porting the government's dde sad
would be unlikely to reject arguments
that eavesdropping was necessary to
protect national security. ,

Is the secret court working to the government's advantage or the
people's?
Court critic: e.g.. Herman Schwartz
RepresentatiVe of Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court

Monkey business In the Legislature
State Sen. Robert Mitchier is living 'NNW

tion of the biblical theory of creation. His pa
Stint views date back to Australopithecus,
the. first manlike ape.

Nevertheless, Minister IR-Oswego) wants._
to require public schools to give the creation
according to Genesis equal billing with the
Darwinian theory of evolution.

We assumed his colleagues would treat this
monkey business with the scorn it deserves.
But after reeding what thestate WWI code
already requires, we tear Adam and Eve may
be just around the corm

The law reshot schools to tesdi con.
sumerbm, conservation, safety, driving, hoe
esty, kindness, jollies, mord COW* and the
"mixed free enterprise systen4" whatever

Conflict:

Plaintiff;
Defendant:

that is. They may not vivisect.
They must teach children to honor Leif

Erickoim (Norwegian lobby), Susie L Antho-
ny (feminist), Martin Luther King (black) and
Casimir Pulaski (Polish).

If that's not enough, American history
classes meat teach "the role and contributions
of Americin Negroes and other ethnic groups
including but 'not restricted to Polish, Litho-
Dian, German, Hungarian, Irish, Bohemian,
Russian, Albanian,

Hungarian,
Cmdeisloveklan,

French, Scots, etc." Albanian?
The Legislature should take a required

course in made* freedom and let teachers,
principals and school boards decide. what to
teach. If the anti-evolution lobby wins. this
one, the Flat Earth League may be next.

Should Congress force schools to tea... the biblical theory of man's
creation along with the Darwinian theory of evolution?
Editor
Sen. Robert Mitchler
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SAMPLE CONFLICTS

Why Johany can
A meant letter said I the applicants for a

sees were , of adage high
had Ceapleted two years of college

,and could not add, spell or Writs properly.
Chkago hes no meter oa that ramirot. My

son is in flfth grade and Who he is asked
to "1 an essay, I must insist that he re-

so the Made can reed It Also, I
Must his spelling, which Is not oar -
rested the teacher become it Is sot a spell-

Now -csa--wo -aped our children- to learn
when the people who teach them need to be
taught themselves? Where are the penman-
*lip classes that, his an necessary?

Our children need teachers interested to
producing the best, not just what can get by
in this World. Dora Kremer, Buffalo Grove

Looting Is pupil's job
Some 15 or 20 years ago the pseudo-intel-

lectual education theorists decided it was poor
Machine to Ilemsad that pupils use correct
tpdlq and Antoci, dreamt* in their essays
and writings. Memorisation and drill
were out. Too dull.

At the hdght of the civil rights drive, uni-
versities were'premered into taidng In scores
of underachievers. Standards were lowered
and lowered and diplomas passed ont. Now
wows horrified to find some of these "du-
dents" in teaching.

Never has it been conveyed to *eat and
child, with emphasis, that achievement is pd-
'manly through the 'child's efforts., Twenty
years of mindless, relentless criticism of
schools and teacherswith more and more
requirements unrelated to the development of
dnaconveys instead that it through
some miracles performed by someone else.

Dorothy Liverpool

Conflict: Is it primarily the teacher's or the student's responsibility to insure that
learning takes place?

Plaintiff: Dora Kramer
Defendant: Dorothy Liverpool

Conflict:
Plaintiff:
Defendant:

By Maid Anderson
addend a volunteer Araiy woe a limhtelie," Sear Lary of

Stale Cyril R. Wise Mid Wady, Mhos for a buildup of
US. NMI etas"

Velem Ina epee* NSW the Choy Connell on Foreign
Undone Is the mss ses Hotel, deo said the Cuter ad-

Ministratioa ju of the stabil-
istlf otPollt

"The If leedershlp Is able,
slams aid yid," Vane slid. "We
in* wedded an lead their sedan
with wisdom."

Vont on the volunteer
*waft as pot of his discussion of
dis responge to the Soviet lava-
OW of Afghmieten.

."141dok It wu a mistake to do may
.wi th thorns* end go to a volunteer
Anny," Wage did to a Wad, re.

.,_ sponse at applause and boos.
"fthink Woo ebotdd be some ferns

0,0 eitilvreal mdse." not nocestarUy In
alUS I. YAMS the armed forme, he added. Vance ea-

phimised that he Was apreming his personal opinion.

Should American military service be on a volvnteer or draft basis?
Cyrus Vance
Volunteer Army Supporter
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Lefton 11

When the press Is free and every man able tO read, all is scife."
Thomas Jefferson

Objeedves To demonstrate to students how variousamas of their lives are
affected by the law.
To expand students' knowledge of laws in their own and others'
communities.

Material needed: Newspapers. Worksheet H.

Motivations Choose en article tram the paper or have students read to
themselves. After reading, have the class brainstorm for
anything related to law suggested by the article. For instance,
the mere caption, '"With the Capitol in Washington in the
background. farmers build a large still in an effort to promote
the use of wrn-iiitO. alcohol to make 'gasoline", might
suggest; gas tax. Congressional acts, free enterprises, the right
to pa assemble?, windfall profits tax, prohibition. oil
embargo'. etc.

\
Have loss try this with other articles from different sections of
the paper to- stress the Wide -scale involvement of the law in
everyday We.

Strategy: Although students were able to think of a number oflaw-related
items in the previous exercise, it is likely that most do not know
the specifics of the related laws themselves. To expand their
knowledge in this area, have them begin by doing the activity on
,Worksheet H. For this, students first read the newspaper items
and then the related question below it. Next. students find the
answers to the questions by researching. ewspapers, other
related literature and consulting government, law and/or
consumer organizations.. Have them write their findings on a
separate piece of paper.
Afterwards, have students choose 5-10 newspaper items
themselves and form their own questions relating to each. Have
students cut and paste these articles on separate pieces of
paperewriting question and theio answer under each. As before,
students will find the answers to these queltions- through
individual refiCalth.

Followups When the students have cote feted above assignment, have
them compile their findings as a class and Make a "Did You
Know?", guide to distribute among other classes. Interested
students can develop crossword puzzles to supplement guide.
Persons receiving guide car, read it through carefully, then test
themselves 9n the subjects covered via the crossword puzzle(s).



Workieet

Readthe newspaper Items below; generate as many law-related questions as possible on
each ofthe followingnewaltems (See sample questions). Find the answers to the related
questions through individurVerearch on one selected article.

Benda anew fat
Antiques. paintings end

ether Items wail be suctlened
at 2 Pa. Sandy at Temple
Beth El, 30110 W. Tally. Fro-
nods from the isle will bene
fit Ihe Reatry Center, a
non-profit group for dl-
woad. separated end wi-
dowed paid&
What are grounds for divooce in your
state? What itra non-profit group?,

ATLANTIC CITY, NJ. (AP)The
walk's three legal mbar was a verassel
Hi Mks deg duke Many, tellk
Ifs saw Perk red adds keel

.1302,11111 a day Alike Ns One NI
Ganda% ft was naiad Weihreday. ,

The Now MIey Coles Ceara Ceara*
dos sell the three adds took hi Sail

ttaba Smeary, Ike setead.bed aoadt In
the Month Mary d _anise (imbibe la
Allende City. Led ftmIts two aims took
is $42.3
Is casino gambling legal in your state and
If so, who is eligible to gamble? Does a
casino have to pay income tax? Does a
winner have to pay income tax?

Sakharov appeal
voted by. House

WASHINGTON (AP)Tbe
House decided by a 4024°4
vete to and on the world
commealty to grasslike So.
Wet Unloose skald Imo.
mar and kind es 1e d
dIaldsniNebd phyddd Ak
ere Saltherov.

The Hone rads*, Te&
day orpe tbe Cater adadde-
dation to pm far an end

the ds
*Ids Is!

°to astard
d ken
Woe

Graduated payment mortgages:
First-ald for housing market?

C6ndolffe
For what reasons can a bank foreclose on
a mortgage?

MANCHESTER, N.H. --See. Edward IL
Kennedy's dohs that his bettered, drelaing
made§ at last found victory tonal'
fame model tahest in Tuesdays New Hasp
eNre Demeeratk preddsalid pdamdans.

The anon= amass Mena
Crisad other observers bin a week be-

er: eludes Is that Prodded Carter le
ahead el the alseadmettaanater, sad that
day* Kennedy's campdp has had trouble
tddng bold in this rather conservative state,
the rate may well be does.

How is the Presidential candidate for
each political party determined? What
role does a primary play? Does your state
have a primary?

Fed Stoups Velma
Penni Gooks Vekoms

How can one qualify for Nod stamps?

Message from black men,
We're serious: Stop, rapist!

WhIle-they agree that mots support or rape *dos Is a ai.
asap, webers el a Mesa 01141thation mou do be.
Den Malik to perative to de whdever they aa Oda the

'4

Cal Lads, praldeet of Blackmon United Aphid Rape,
add that *helps*, wager objective Is to thew potentld tap
bits that aft MI afloat abed Amine the aims. Ile
strewed, however, that the apalsdke Is ad a *Sate
VW.

dio salts as other so. What legal recourse do rape victims have
done to ids Ike pretest try in your state?
refaba Mahe pal k the
Moscow Myeake ad

=,1114thiseeattie and axesar
dd
How many votes are necessary fo approve a resolution in the House of Representatives?
Is a resolution effective? Can It be enforced? (Compare to a law.)



Lesson 12

"Be not intimidated, therefore, itp any terrors. frompublishing with the
utmost freedom whatever can be wqrranted by the laws 9f your
country; nor stiffer yourselves to be wheedled out 9fyour liberty by any
pretenses" poltteness.,delkacy ordecency. These, as they are often

used, atreibut three different flaws for hypocrisyc4icanery and
cowardice."

go.

Objective:

Materiel needed:

Methadon:

Stu:teat

rellewor

John Adams

f

To further Investigate the role of the law in school and larger
communities.

Newspapers, Worksheet t

Ask students to tell what ruladlavis they know to govern the
school community: i.e., no smo , required attendance, etc.
List their responses on the board d add any others you see fit.
Discuss why these lava are in ect.

, Choose one of the items listed and ask students if theyknow
what legal recourse is taken if the law is broken; i.e.,
suspension. expulsion. counseling, etc. If they lack
information, ft.' in the voids fbr them. You may want to have an
administrator discuss this With.the class. Do they feel these laws
and legal processes are fair? Why or why not?

$ 4

Outside the school community, what specific examples can
students find-of laws and legal"processes? To help them in their .

search, give each student a copy of Worksheet I. Explain that
each sttidenewill the chart with information from 2-3
articles they (or you) select from the newspaper. Students may
need extra copies or additional papers to complete assignment.)
When they have completed the chart, students go back over the
information recorded and define/describe the crimes. lawe.and
legal processes outlined. (See sample case study with this '
lesson.) .

Students may not be able to find all the definiticiivi and
descriptions needed, or might have additional questions

the article. For these reasons, invite a lawyer or
other le person from a legal clinic, print, law firm
or related organization to respond to studentuestions. It
might be helpful if studentseompile a list tithe questions before
the visit, so that the speaker may be well - prepared for the
session.
Assign students, to research any one of the following landmark
cases in the news in the past.

*Brown vs. Board of Education", by which all children.
regardless of race or handicap, were guaranteed an
education.

- *Outs vs. Lopez*, which succeeded in securing important
student rights.

- 'Ronnie Zamora vs. ", in which lawyers contended that
their teenage client killed his grandmother as a result of
watching a Kodak episode.
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In addition to library resources and help from law and
educational organizations in their own community, students
can write for additional information on these and other cases
from: The Constitutional Rights Foundadon. 122 South
Michigan Avenue: Chicago, Illinois 60603.



CASE S' DIES IN THE NEWS
Rill In chart below with information from newspaper articles selected. Not al articles
will Include information for every category below, so leave blank when necessary.



SAMPLE CASE STUDY
4,10.

.

Minor it Control OKd without report to parents
CINCINNATI (AP) Birth control devices may be given to The court unanhimudy overturned a lower court ruling de- The court refused to rule on the question of whether 0"

minors without :Allying their parents, * federal Appeals duing unconstitutional the practice of distributing contracep "compelling" state Interest was involved In the case, or
Cart ruled Tuesday, tines to minors without telling their parents. whether parent rights outweigh those of their minor Andrei:

The decision came In a suit against tke TriCounty Family
Center In Lansing, .Nich., eqd the Ingham County, Mich., The court ruled that the *rents "remain tree to exercise "The desire of the parents to know of such Ikedildes by
Ikon Department, which rims tbe center. The Mt WM their traditional are, custody and control over their uneman. their children Is endentindable," Judge Pierce Web. write,
kaorirhY loth= County Plots who were opposed to how dialed children," but sold it could find "no deprivation of "However, the only issue beifore the ... court Is wheat
his children receive ceneadeeptive information, devices betty interest of parents In the practice of not notifying there Is a constitutional obligation on the center to billy
and medication from the center without their knowledge. them." them."

Topic/Headline Law in Question Process for Resolution

Minor Birth Control without Parental
Knowledge

44

Does Family Center have a constitutional obligation to notify
parents about child's birth control?

4

1'

-lawsuit. Ingham County parents vs. VI- County Family
Center and the Ingham County Health Dept.
-federal Appeals Courtaverturned a lower court ruling
declaring the Center's practice unconstitutional.

45



Lesson 13

"It Is a newspapers duty to print the news, and raise hell."
Wilbur Storey, istatement

of the aims of the Chicago
.1. Times, 1861My.

Oidestives To have students investigate both sides of a controversial issue
at woild. national or local level.
To outline a complex issue through artistic symbolism.

Material needed: Newspapers, poster paper. glue.

Motivation:

str'atetr

Ask students to name various-controvasial issues of major
concern to today at a wolid. national or local level Choose
one that is "*. lc'nova to the entire class to examine together In.
preparation for an Waning PrOleet; e.g.. nuclear power. First
have dam brain:Mani pros and cons of the Issue as they know
them. List these on the board under the aPpropriate heading.

Nest, Oak students to. quis themselves on what theydor"t know
about the *sue and write each Of these on the board in question
form. Sample questions on nuclegirpinver might be: How many
nuclear power plants are there in the 'U.S. and where are they
located? Dolowns aurmindnig these plants have evacuation
plaissiatcaeit of an emergency? How Much of U.S. energy today is
supplied by nuclear power plants? What would happen if every
nuclear power plant in the U.S. was to shut down?, etc. Stress
that a (near) equal number aquatic:as should be addressed to
both sides of the issue.
Explain to students that any or all of those questions could be
thobasis for a dimoughi'special report" on the Issue and this is
the typed preparation that theyas "reporters"will have to dc in
their upcoming assignment.,
Cencludo by discussing possible resources for confirming own
thought t vegerding the initial "pros Ind cone* step, as well as
uncovering willows to the questions posed. Some good
resources mightbatortent and back issues of nowsPoPere end
magailhisto be bond atlibrasyor local newspaper, government
repot% boOks .and-other literatureon subject mina as related
government. conuttunity and education organiutiont and
individual profeisiticiab. Alto, be sure to 'alert students to
special resources available in their Mdividual commUnities:

In this activity. studentilkill prepare a *cal report on a \
'Current corltroversial issue of their town choosing, at the world. \
national or local level. Untie penults. allow students afew days \
to kook through newspapers to deterosineWhith issue they
ould-most.like to focus in on. When an iisue Is decided.upon.
students first feNtvithe. preparation steps of the preceding
motivation activity, sad then begin actual research of issue.
The tepoil shOukl be concise, famish* equally on hey points on
both Sides of the issue, key figures and organisations involved,
historical backgroUnd, prevent status andlitture outlooks on
the how. Students should be encouraged to use prinuuy
sources (interviews, direct quotes)'as well as secondary sources
(written material) in preparing their report .

I
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Follow-ups

A good place to start might be with current newspaper reports
which could provide leads' for further investigation. Students
should keep a running file of clippings and a list of possible
reltitirces, as well as research notes on index cards for easy
reference when they begin to write up the report. The length and
time allowed for the report ahould be determined by the teacher
bear* wait begins. (Note: if students focus on a local issue it is
more likely. that they will be able to utilize more printery sources.'
in their' report.)
The report finished, students should be encouraged to submit
their work for considetittion by the educational or features

tof their local newspaper, as well as various student
one, such as theVonstitutierual Rights Foundation's

=VMS (*the aucpgo Sun.Tinies 'Youth and Justice"
For *Wetter tem publications, send student material to

the CiltuttitUtional..Righter FoUndation, 122 South Michigan
Avenue: ChIcage, Minois 60803.

To enhance:the presentation of their report to the class or other
"DIV. students mg want to create a °visual aIdtocompleTent

- their written work. This would be a "half and half' collage on the
issue. For thie, a large piece of poster paper is divided in half by
drawing a line down the middle. Each-half then represents one
side of the issue at hand. Through artistic use of newspaper and
magazine pictures. as well as other materials, the student can
pictz.-ialisce the evolution of both sides of the issue, based on.
informatidis uncovered in his/her report.



Lesson 14

"TO the press alone, checkered as it Is with abuses, the world is
indebtedfor all the triumphs which have been obtained by reason and
humanity over error and oppression."

James Madison

Oldeedwet To alert students to various crimes committed in and outside
their community.
Tolman students ftwestigate the causes and *effects of crimes, as
well as crime prevention possibilities.

Material needed: Newspapers, Worksheet J.

Modeation: Ask students to brainstorm on crimes they know to have been
committed in their community recently: e.g.. school vandalism.
burglary, littering, etc. (Students will often equate crime with
violence, so remind them that crime can also be non-violent, as

crimes
in the case of littering.) List their responses on the board. Next,
ask students tobrainstorm for possible causes of such as
these, separating answers under "violent" and ''non-violent"
crime datepries if desired. Sample causes might be poverty.
revenge, greed, insanity, etc. List these on the board as well.
Using the information on the board as a frame of reference
discuss the crimes with regard to their effort on the criminals,
the victims. society in general. What do students feel might bia
constructive punishment for committing each crime, rather
than or in addition to mail sentence. (For instance, cleaning up
results of vandalism by self, working to pay back price of burgled
items. etc)

'Strategy: Having investigated crimt causes and effects in
students can now go on to construct a mini-profile or c1;ientrelin
specific. Students may work alone or in small groups on this

Hand outout copies of Worksheet J. to students. (Each student or
group will need extra copies of worksheet or pieces of paper on
which to record firilings.) .F.I.7r that over theonnetmwe:k (or
longer). students' will be firorn
the newspaper with which to All orkeheet J. Chart. (Remind
students crimes reported on in the paper are only a small
sampling of the vast number actually committed each day.) At
the end of that time, the groups will compare, discuss and
excltange the information each has collected. Students can then
analyse this information as a class by answering the following
questions. or any, others that students might raise in class:
1. How many crimes were reported on in week? What

percentage of these were violent Non-violent?
2. What was the average age of the or suspects? The

Ymutt? Oldest?
3. Were Wal crimes committed more in area than

another? Were national crimes s in titles or rural areas?
4. What was the most *minion used? Common reason

for crime?

After the above questions have been answered and discussed,
ask students for ideas on how these crimes might be prevented
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Follow-up:

from happening again: i.e., stricter gun control laws, more
police, more government or business watchdog group .
neighborhood patrols, consumer education, etc. discuss the
pros and cons of each.
On the basis of the previous activities and discussions, have
students formulate a list of "conunon sense" rules by which to
protect oneself from crime. Sample rules might be "always lock
your car. door" "beware of the 'fast-buck' dealt. . . . If desired.
students can make posters for each of these rules to post around
schtel and community to increase public awareness.
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Crime Committed
Non-

Violent Violent

Insur-
ance
fraud

50

Worksheet J

MINI.PROFILE ON CRIME
Fill in the chart with information on local and national crimes reported on in the daily newspaper. If you cannot find
all the information requested below. in an article, you may leave these categories blank.

Nation -
al or
Local

Local

41

Criminal% taus-
pect's Background
flame. Occupation.
Age. Educa-
tion. etc.)

G. Rabin, doctor.
about 40,
prosperous

Calm Spoofflos
Weapon or Methods
Used. Description Reasons
of Victims. Night Given or
or Daylight. Etc.

UsurrerecessarYon acct.
dent victims.
phony bills and
Inflated insurance
settlements.,

Waft at Was ,
Victim's homy,

Amount of Damage.
Criminal's
Death, etc.

Possible
or

Actual
Punishment

Financial
kickbacks

-Insurance compa-
nies swindled out
of millions of
dollars In past
years
-state launching
wide-scale-Uwe&

=of
suspected

JU term;
medical license
smoked
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Lesson15
i.

The day of the printed word isfarfrom ended. Swift as is the delivery
of the .radio bulletin, graphic as is televisiok's eyewitness picture, the
task of adding meaning and clarity rentals urgent."

Edward Cal.:Nun
Newspaper Editor

Objective:

Ililetexial Needed:

Motivation:

Strategy:

To examine the scope and effect of violent crime on society.
To consider the effect of the media on social behavior.

Newspapers, Worksheet K.

Ask students to brainstorm for possible causes of crime; i.e..
lack of education. poverty.. insanity. etc. Then have them air
their views on the following,
"Do social problems create criminals or do the criminals use

-----theserinciat-problemsasan4xeuse-for-eommitttng-erimer- --
Which do students feel to be the more credible view? Have them
support their reasonufg with eXamples of past events.

Have students brainstorm on what they would rate as "violence"
on a TV show; i.e.. carrying guns. hitting. rough language.
slapping, etc. Ask for specific examples that students have seen
on 7V of each,.
Ask students to turn to TV section of the newspaper. In groups
or individually. students go down listing c f TV shows putting a
check by those shows they kriow -to am violent TV fare.
(Students may opt to institute a half-check system for shows
which cam only some violence: e.g., soap operas.) This-done.
have students answer the following questions.:

What is the total percentage of "violent" shows on TV today as
coin with non-violent shows? (Or totals for half-check

check separately.)
What percentage of violent" shows air during the printe time
houis -before most children are in bed?
What types of shows fall under the non-violent category?
When do the nugority of this type of shows air?
Do you feel any of these violent shows have social or
educational value' If so. which ones? What other type shows
w') d you rate high in social or educational value and why?

After sii.Wmts have completed the above describe to them the
landmark case of Ronny Zamora. In this case, lawyers held that
a child, Ronny Zamora. shot has grandmother as a result of
modeling his actions after those of a character on a violence-
based, prime time TV show (Kojak). In light of this, have
students launch a owe In -depth study of violent TV fare. Divide
the class into three tb four groups =one for each major network.
Assign members of each group the task of monitoring violence
in IV shows on a night on which many of these type shows are
scheduled (check TV section). Have each student _use Part I of
Worksheet K on which to log viewing information. Students will
note the names of the shows watched. the airing times.
descriptions of the violent acts and include a very brief plot
synopsis. (Students may need extra copies of worksheet or
additional paper to complete assignment.)
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Charts completed. students discuss the findings of each group
in dal* Which shows inclpded the most amount of violence?
Which networks carried the most violent shows that night? In
which shows was violence warranted; i.e., was there a point to

the violence such as raising public awareness of child
abuse? which ihows was violence totally unwarranted; i.e.,
violence for the sake of violence?
Take a class survey on whether.or not violent TV fare such as
that viewed could likely increase the amount of violence in real.
life. Discuss.
Next, have students go on to Part II of Worksheet K in which they
MIMI= the of violence in the newspaper. Students note
the topic r="". - of an article. the location in paper, the

1'411 I oftheviolence, pictures related to violence in article.
--(Students may need extra copies of worksheet or additional
paper to complete assigrunsid.) (If time is limited assign
individual sections orate paper to different groups.)
Charts completed. students discuss individual or group
findings as a class. What types of violence were reported on -
mu:der, rape, arson. etc.? What percentage of these articles.
were I within the first and most re section of the
paper? How many of these articles ran with violence-bawd
photos? Do you feetthat Of the descriptions of violence were
unnecessary for the public to know about?
Take another data survey on whether reporting violence in
newspaper stories increases the amount of violence in real-life.
Discuss. Should television networks and/or newspapers be
forced to more strictly limit their coverage of violence?

Unfortunately. violent crimes are a reality in nearly every
community to varying degrees. If a person in your community
were &victim of &violent crime, what cuganizations exist tohelp
these victims and/or their families. Have students research the
question and compile a list to distribute among school and
community members. Hospitals, dicta. police departments,
legal assistance groups ad various community help
organizations might be good places to sta.'s the investigation.

ti
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Worksheet

VIOPNCE CHART
- F it in t/O1 chart below based op viewing.of violent IVshows. 1

Part i Television .

t Acts Brief Plot

rro

.1

1/1

.

0 .

10

1

.

,

0

1
.0

.

'1

0

.

all /
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FiU the chart below based on information four l in articles describing violent acts.

Part II Newspaper

4 10
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Lesson 16

"...The cause qf the decline andfall of theRoman Empire lay In thefact
that there were no newspapers in that day. Because there were no
newspapers there was no way by which the dwellers in thefar:flung
nation and the empire Cnuldjind out what was going on at thecenter.°

H. 0. Wells
Historian and Author

Objective: To inform students about individuals' and organizations'
negative and positive contributions to the community.
To 'rave students. propose school/community improvements
based on their readings and observations.

Mateskd needed: Newspapers. Worksheet I..

Methadon: Ask students to share with each other their own knowledge
about changes or important events they've seen or heard about
in their community but were for better or worse for example, a
new park. tearing down a building. widening of road. new
stores, more crimes, closing of schools, etc. Students can also
ask school personnel, parents, neighbors or storekeepers to tell
about the major changes and events they've witnessed in the
community over the years and their opinions about these
happenings, sharing and discussing thee. findings as a class.
Which of these happenings do class members feel were for the
better baceeton_theisi-obserr inteiviews? For the
worse? for what reasons? As a dass, hypothesize as to who was
responsible for these changes - government, business.
individuals, the community organintions, etc.
While It would take lengthy investigation to find out who was
definitely responsible for each ha it is test often
possible to make an educated guess in matters, as ity
government handles most public resources, the names o the

wirer tigleibctr is
or individuals oribution,

or it of general or easily op
organizations are ed

knowledge in the community. by iring the general
of the parties responsible for such students
obtain a better understanding of the complex workings of a
community.

Strategy: Explain to students that they will now launch an examination of
specific in the community today that they.
as citizeLhTotddharrPerelpniZormed about. Students may work
alone or in small groups on this project.
Hand out copies of Worksheet I,. to each student or group. (Each
student or group may need two or more copies of the worksheet
or extra pieces of paper on which to record findint. Explain
that over the next week (or longer) students will be collecting
information from the newspaper with which to fill in the
Worksheet I. chart. At the end of that time, the groups will
compare. discuss and exchange the information each has
collected. Students can then analyze this information by
answering the following questions. or any others that students
might raise in clan:
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1. What happenings made changes for the better in the
community?

2. Who benefited or suffered the most as a result of each
haPPening?

3. Which happenings do students feel were most important to
the general community? to Individual segments of the
community; e.g.. minority groups?

4. Other.
After the above questions have been answered and discussed by
the dams, ask each student to *rite a letter to the editor" of their
local newspaper in which they express their approval or
disapproval done of the community happeninga covered, giving
supporting reasons for their views. 4f they choose to voice their
disapproval, students might suggest how the situation could
have been improved upon.

In response to the previous discussion of a community
happening, invite a resource person. related in some way to the

(e.g.. fireman. community leader) to come talk tohappening (e.g..
their questions and arguments. If possible. have

class formulate list of topics to give to speaker beforehand.
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COMMUNITIr STUDY
Fill in the chart with information on significant happenings in the community reported on in the daily newspaper. If
you cannot find all the information requested below in an article, you may leave these categories blank. .

Community . Peoplelthganieations
Involved

EXAMPLE:

Wawa'
strike

Contract dispute
with city

Effects on Community

-increased injuries
and deaths due to
fire,

-increased fire
damage taProPertY

-picket lines

of Community

-Inexperienced vokustears
fighting fires
many loosing faith In city
government

-anger and threats it union
leaders and firefighters
themaelves
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'The pressure of p
you can't see it
inch."

Material needed:

Motivations

Strategy:

Lesson 17

atticopinlqn is like the pressure of the atmosphere:
but, all the same, it is sixteen pounds to the square

James Russell Lowell
19th Century American

Poet. Critic and Diplomat

To determine what community resources octet to help citizens
*students' focal area. t
To determine.the various needs of the students' local
cominuitity.
Newspaper. Worksheet M.

Have studentitspa to the editorial page(s) and read through the
letters to the editor. the personal view columns. the editorial
cartoons. and the editorialt ,thenuielves. What grievances are

. deed by and about the local community? What community. :
achievements or services are applauded? List these on board
under the appropriate he&dino.
Have students think of other places in the paper where they
might be able to find More information about 'community
grievancses and achievements; e.g., consumer help, column, an
article on successful rape victim assistance program. etc. List
these4tens on the board. . .

Having looked briefly at some of the pioblems and good points of
the community, students will now make a more indebth study .
of the community resources that are readily available to
community members. and those-that are not. .

Students may workindividually or in small groups on this
activity. depending on the amount of time available.. Each
.student or group receives a copy of Worksheet M on which
studentswinpaste newspaper items related to each community
related categoty in the approprate column ,. or write a brief
sumgsary of the. information included in the item. (Students
may need extra copies or additional paper to complete
assignment.) Point out to students that the classified ad section
of the newspaper can be consideted a marketplace of community
'resources. and should be regarded as a key source of
information for this .exercise, although the places in the

listed on the board previously should also be
cinetw=eilesourcesoutside newspaper can be used In addition;
e.g.. yellow pages.
When.all the charts are comileted, ask class to react to their
findings. Which areas were best represented according to this
survey*? Which areas were lac:, ? What resources did
students fist under *Other's? S on the survey, what
recommendations would students have for the community
improvement c addition of resources?
Compile students' information by category to create a detailed
community resource guide. If desired. sell the finished work to
parents'and other school and community minibers to firpince a
class trip to a cultural event or offering In the community; i.e..
museum trip, newspaper plant tour. community play. etc.
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Poi lowers Choobe 'One of the community resource organizations (e.g.. a
1ripl covered by students* above assignment to visit.
Find anti
1., 'What 10 the major purpose of the organization?
2. DO ii pay for the service? If not. how is

the: 0110itation lthanCed?
3. What 0'f1 must employees have?

How Many pewit are.servedby the organization

b.
101w.03dattitelyl? 4

Whilt Major problems glom organization have?
After visit, &mewls the equeience. Did the organization meet
stimlent eXpectations? Were there any surprisesrDo students
.feel that this organization was serving, the communitywell or
not? Discuss.

I.
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WORKSHEET M

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Medical Care
iducatIonal
Assistance

I

Employment
Assistance Other Resources
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Lesson 18

*A good newspaper, Y suppose, Is a nation talking to itself."
Arthur Miller

Playwright

Oldestives . To promote community awareness and pride.
To examine the local newspaper as a guidebook to the
community.

Material needed: Newspapers

Motivation: Ask students for the ideas about what makes up a °community°.
What does the ward community bring to mind for them? List
these ideas on board. Does ir community provide them with
all these things to their knowledge? In what areas do students
feel their community is lacking? Excells? List these on board as

Suggest to students that it is possible that some of the areas
sts felt were lacking in their community in the previous
discussion might exist without their knowledge. To find out if
this might be the case, explain to students that they will
construct a profUe on their community by utilizing information
provided in the newspaper.
Break class into ten groups. Assign each group one of the
following topics: Business, Education. Jobs. Recreation,
Community. Organizations, Public Swims, The People, Other..
Each groupyill search for information in the paper about their
community on their particular topic. Each group clips out the
elated items they find and pastes them on large paper given to
them to make a collage titled with the name ottheir topic. When ,
each group has flied, post the collages side by side around
the classroom walls to make a mural that portrays all aspects of

unturned'" in their newspaper search as material on topic
the community. Encourage students to leave no

might not always appear in the most obvious places: e.g.,
material on careers might be found in a consumer help column.
as well as the job ads.

Folios sps Oo back to the students' original list of ideas about what their
community lacks. If the profile has not uncovered any new
information on any of these areas, have students draft a
proposal on what could be done to improve upon one of these
areas. The proposal should include a clear outline for a plan of
action.
Submit the finished pt oposal to a community planning
committee or other community representative and/or invite
them to respond to this proposal in person. perhaps helping
students make their plan a reality: e.g., a community youth
facility.

11
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Lesson 19

"We have the newspaper which doe.d its best to make every square acre
of land and give an account 9f itself.*

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Objective: To make students aware oldie concerns of world and national
communities outside their own.
To -compare the problems of communities aerkies the world.

Illsterlat neededr Newspapers.

klottration: Ask students to imagine that they live in a differtiet city in the
United Statee, one that Is perferably in another geographical
region of the country. Keeping this in mind, liavesta skim
through today's paper looking for articles they feelivOuld not be

or not given as importantilocatiOn. in this other city's
paper: Ask students-to share their 6pinions with the class and
given reason, to support them.
NOwdo the same, imagining that they live in a different country.
Now which articles would be excluded? Discuss the reasons for
this and ask for student ideas aboutwhat type of news might be
included instead.

Strategy: Have students investigate further what is most important to
,commimities outside their ownin other cOntmunities around
the nation as well as the world. To do this, assign ten or more
grow/tithe task of wrltiàg to one major newspaper in this and/or
othercountriet requesting that a copy of a certain date's
newspaper be. sent to them and explaining why it is needed.
Choose paperlocatkma that will give a broad sampling of 'areas.
(It is suggested that a few week's time be allowed here. Not* that
all must be for the same date.) .

When the newspapers have been received, draw ilarge chart on
the blackboard. drilded by colunms with headings of: name and
location of newspaper, front page saries, subjects of editorials,
otheisimilaritlea, differences. Ask each group to supply the
neceseamy information from the newspaper sent to them. Also
chart on frorn students' own local newspaier.
Compare the newspaper coverage of different Linea in this
country. Were any newspapers' front page news stotiee on the
same subject? If so. what subject(s) and What reasons can be
given for this? What stories were included in only one era few of
the papers? Discuss the reasons for this as well. Goon to loOk at
newspaper coverage for that day in foreign countries, covering
the same questions as before in discussion.
Now compare the editorials for each paper in similar fashion.
What were common world or national issues addressed? Local
issues? Were any of the local issues and problems addressed
similar to those of other cities in this and other countries?
Discuss.

Follow-up: Have students write individual essays on what they feel to be the
most crucial problems, facing world, national and/or local
communities today, based on their previous investigation of
various newspapers. How would they like to see these problems
solved?
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As an interesting sidelight have students interview elders about
what problems they remember to have confronted people
during youth. How do students feel those problems
compare with today's- more. less or equally serious? Discuss.
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Lesson 20

"NEWS is that which comesfrom the North, East. West and South, and
g it comes from only one point cif the compass, then it is a class -

publication and not news."
Benjamin thiraeli

British Prime Minister

Oidective: To summarize information included in this curriculum.
To categorize and organize the material results of this
curriculum for easy future reference.

Motivation: Ask students to brainstorm on what "citizenship* means to
them. at world as well as national and local levels. What are
characteristics of a good citizen in your city. in the U.S.. in the
world? List each on the board and discuss ways* which these
could be achieved by all; e.g.. cittztaship awareness
conferences. related courses in school. films an subject. more
laws, fewer laws. etc.

Over the past weeks students have learned important ways by
which to become informed and capable citizens,and have
collected a wealth of information pn world. national and local
community levels. Now. have them categorize the information
and organize it into penional and/or class folders for easy
reference. Encourage students to come up with their own,.
categories, but some that might be suggested to them are: local.
national. world; controversial issues; moral dilemmas; the law;
crime; free press: community; important people in the news.
etc.

Follow-up:

This (these) fokter(s) will be useful to students hrupooming
phases of this citizenship education unit. help's* students to
locate specific news and citizenship information quit kly and

,

Are students interested in other topics regarding citizenship
education? Do they have questions concerning specific aspects
of the law?
Have them address their inquiries to either of the following law-
related educational organizations. which can provide them with
the requested information or direct C Am to other resource,
people and organizations.
1. The Constitutional Rights Foundation

122 South Michigan Avenue
Chiftp. Illinois 60603
(312) N3-9057

2. The American Bar Association Special Committee on Youth
Education for Citizenship
1155 East 60th Street
Chicago. Illinois 60637
(312) 947-3960
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°Wirt Ian To provide an opportunity for students to develop and use critical citizen
competency .

.Matesikaslieededs Newspapers. Worksheets. -Time

Mend kw How many times havelyetnird about aproblem and been frustrated? There
was nothing you as an individual could do. Headlines can be discouraging: "No Jobs for
Teens". "Crime on The Me". "Mods Close". Actually our society does provide
opportunities for each one of us to become involved. By learning to work in our
democratic process and-doing it we can make life a little better. The effort does not
always mean we Succeed. But if we don't try, we won't succeed. The following is an
actual case study of two students who did try and did succeed.,

Case Study: Sneaking in a Skiteboard Park
. .

Jeanne Headtke and Barbara Hove. 17 year -odd students from Huntington Beach,
California, learned that there was a proposal underway to develop a private fifteen acre
commercial skateboard park in the middle of the city's 175-acrepark. Jeanne and
Barbarkdecided to try to block this development because they felt it would be an
environmental hazard to the park and the surrot community. The girls obtained
a cow of the Environmental Impact Review (E ch gialyzed the impact the
proposal would have on the surrounding -4. 9 Inen In the EIR, the girls noticed
important onsiksions. The report did not irif 44, Lion on the ability of the
ground to support the skateboard park and ible tal effects on the Nature
Center within the park.

City Council members. ly would the idea for the park because the
developer:Universal Skate Parks, Inc., guaranteed Huntington Beechen additional
general income of $10,000 to 820.000. Since California Proposition. 13 limits local
property taxes. the city needed to find out ways to pay for city services; such as public
parks. schools. and police.
The residents of Huntington Beach probably would not-even find out about the park
until completed because the law only requires that the City post one 2 x 3 inch legal,
notice about public hearings in a local paper. The notice appeared in the Huntington
Beach News. a free paper with a circulation of 9.000. (There are 184;500 residents in
Huntingttrn Beach.)

Jeanne and Barbara obviously could not do much without a lot of help. They made
friends with a small group of equally concerned Huntington Beach residents who
attended the preliminary City Council hearings on the issue of the skateboard park.
Those friends included members of an organization founded when the Huntington
Central Park was first formed. called Friends of the Park and a captain of the
Huntington Beach Police Department, Michael Burkenfield. The girls had located a
network of active community members with whom they could join forces to determine
and act upon a solution.
The group decided to: l) inform residents of the proposed development, and determine
whether they wanted it: and 2) make presentations to the City Council on the
deficiencies of the MR and rally citizen support against the proposal.

To do this, they conducted an informal survey of residents who lived close to'
Huntington Central Park. Few residents were aware of the proposed development. They
brought this to the attention of City Council members at a preliminary hearing. The j.
Council replied that an extensive survey had been conducted by the city. But when
Jeanne and Barbara dug up the survey results, they discovered that only 28 percent of
those surveyed had responded. Furthermore. according to the survey, the skateboard
park was rated seventeenth out of 29 options for park use.

Adapted from Debra Desbach. YOUTH ACTION (First Experimental Draft). CRP, 1979.
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In order to gather further information against the skateboard park proposal, they
invited the architect from Universal Skate Parks. Inc. to their class and taped his
p resentation. Part of this tape was subsequently used at the final public hearing. It was
his vies)that the land was not suited for the skateboard park.

In addition, hundreds oftIrs were circulated publicizing the negative effects of the
proposal. Petitions with 1 signature oppoSing the park were also gathered. Posters
were distributed to public places urging residents to attend the hearing.

On May 15. 1978. more than 250 residents packed the City Council chambers for the
final hearing. The vote was 5 to 2 opposing, the develbpment in the park. One of the
strongest advocates of the private skateboard park. the Mayor of Huntington Beach.
cast a vote to deny the park and suggested a reevaluation of the master plan for
Huntington Central Par.lt.

. .
.

Jeanne and Barbara had proved tä residents of Huntington Beach that through their
active participation in civic affairs, they could influence governmental decisions to
reflect the wishes of the people. It was not easy. It took time and a lot of other people.

PLAN FOR STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
The opportunity for a student to provide a service or work for an improvement in the
commu iity dogs not always mean that 'what is set out to be accomplished be
accomp 4hed. Hopefully, thetxperience will give the students a sense qf how in%
citizen participation in public affairs is in their country. s

To become involvedgin a community issue, consider the following:

11. Identify a need, pfoblem. or conflict

2) ,Identify possible causes and solutions

3) Identify community resources

4) Develop and implement ansection plans
4'.

5) Evaluate. accomplishments

STEP 1: Identify a need. isoblem or conflict.

Suggeited activities:

1) Identify community problems from newspapers. Refer to lessons 16 and 20. If
either of these has been completed. use as a reference for identifying
community issues. If not completed you may wish to do one'ePthese first or

shave students bring in articles describing a problem in their community for a, ..
few days. 4.

2) Divide' class into groups of 5 or 6 and either have them refer to their
community studies °il meartides they have clipped. Each group should
select a problem they th s important and develop arguments to present to
the class as to why it is important. After each group has presented. vote on the
issues and record the results for future reference.

3) Take a community survey.

a) Divide the class into teams of two to five students each. Each team will
survey., if possible 20 residents on what they perceive to be the three most
aggravating community problems. The easiest way to survey large
numbers of people is by conducting it in a densely populated area, such as
a shopping center on a Saturday. or in a downtown district on a weekday.
Or, students can go door to door.tolsurvey residents. Students should not
interview anyone who does, not live within a block of one of the team
members' homes. (Use the enclosed survey. Exh. #1, or design your own)

b.) A student may wish to role play one or two interviews in advance. Suggest
that they identify themselves from high school in

of town) who are working on a school project. Tell
the potential interviewee that you would like to ask him/her a few
questions about what (s)he is bothered by in the community.
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4. List results of community surveys.

lists to the original lists developed by using the newspaper. Has the
list changed? Have the nevii:smpett concentrated on what students and others
consider to be most important? This information might be consolidated and
sent to the newspaper tO on the editorial page.. See guidelines for
submitting articles in final or. Either divide class into groups lb pursue
different problems or allow is to select the problem.

STEP 2: Identify possible causes and solutions.

Corisult the surveys and the articles for possible causes and solutions. Record in chart
form.

THE PROBLEM.

CAUSES SOLUTIONS

STEP 3: Identify community resources (what kind of groups are affected by the
problem or are or should be working on the problem): .

I. Identify community groups. organizations, and/or members that might be useful
to contact when researching the problem area. List names, addresses. and
phone numbers of appropriate organizations.
You may wish to categorize theM according to special interests such as:

1) Goverment
2) Environment

.3) Recreation
4) Culture
5) Minority
8) Economics
7) Religious

To locate groups possibly wining to help, y i can use any of the following
resources:

1) Newspaper: Look for ads and articles pertaining to groups which might be
working on the problem.

2) Telephone Books Look in the yellow pages under political organizations: service
organizations. associations, and clubs; social service and welfare
organizations; and environmental, conservation and ecological
organizationt

3) Public Information: Telephone the public information or public relations office
at City Hall and ask for possible community croups and city agencies
which would be able to assist you.

4) Churches: Active community churches will assist you in locating community
groups.

5) Better Business Bureaus The Better Business Bureau or the local Chamber of
Commerce may be helpful in locating interest groups representing the

. business community.
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6) Public Tolsvislosai Local television stations and newspaper city desks also have
infonnathin about community associations.

7) flohooPAffillated Organisations: The Parent Teacher Association, for example.
or college-level urban and community studies departments will be

NOTE: When you telephone an organization, be sure to give your name and that of
your school. Explain the nature of the school project you are working on.Ask
for names of organizations that have had some experience with the problem
area. and. if possible. ask for telephone numbers and names of persons who
hold key positions within the organizations.

II. Interview community groups.

After a list has been made anilines. addresses and phone numbers, schedule an
appointment to interview a key decision-maker with one of the groups listed.

You may also wish to role play a telephone conversation to set up an appointment.
Students should give their name and that of the school. Explain. that students in
the class have to a survey on the community problems residents are most
concerned about. Based on the survey results, you are researching the problem of

Ask if it is possible to make an appointment to discus,
how this problem might be or presently is being solved.

Use the following questions as a guiclAt You will have to adapt these general
questions to fit your. own community. the person you are interviewing and the
problem you chose.

Suggested Intents',

Name of person interviewed.

Organization:

Nature of problem.

A111111111.0111.61141111110

Possible Interview guesdoas
1. What has your organization done and/or is now doing in regard . this

problem?

2. Do you have a strategy or action plan to solve this problem? Can you describe
it? What do you need most in order to carry out your plan? What opposition
might develop? Why? What tactics might opponents use? How would the
opposition be dealt with?

3. What other kinds of community groups or individuals are working on this
problem? Can you describe any of these activities?

4. Do you or does anyone else use volunteer help? If so. how are volunteers
used?

5. How does or how could government help solve this problem?

6. Do you know of any research which helps us understand the cause or
suggests solutions? Do you think more research is needed? If so. what
questions and information should be included?

7. Can students help solve this problem? If so. how? Is it realistic for us to think
we can change something in our community?

STEP 4: Develop goals and an action plan.

When everyone has completed their interviews, meet back in class and divide into the
same groups. Make sure each group has information from more than one type of group.
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Based on Information gathered at the interviews, each group will develop oils,
objective*. and an- action plan (strategy) for solving the problem; It way take time
outside of class.

Select a spokesperson from each group to explain to the rest of the class the goals.
objectives. and strategy its p developed and why the group feels it is a good strategy.
Allow five minutes per

Lead a dass discussion on the strengths and weaknesses of the strategies (ten minutes
each). If more than one project is being investigated. give each project a separate day for
reporting.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Will the objectives be met if the action plan is implemented?

2. Are the objectives measurable and realistic?

3. How could they be measured?

4. Can the piaisi be done? How much time will it take? Have each group develop a
timetable and chore chart.

After the discussion. if this is a class project. have the class vote on which is the
best strategy. This strategy. then. will be the model used for the next lessons.

STEP 5: Evaluating the plan(s).

Through their community research. students have discovered which community
leaders and organizations are most actively involved in action projects. Have students
suggest who they would like to invite to class fora panel discussion on how to organize a
community action project. The speakers can also help evaluate the objectives and
strategy designed in Step 4. After all names have been considered. decide on three that
the whole dass would like to invite for a panel discussion.

Select one class member to telephone and invite the resource speakers. If the speakers
are not already familiar with your class project, explain what it is and why you are
calling. You may wish to follow-up the phone call with a letter enclosing questions the
students miry ask (see list of possible questions).

When the resource speakers arrive. begin the discussion by asking general questions
about community action. Allow thirty minutes for this discussion. Then, during the
last half of the period. ask the speakers about the strategy you designed in Step 4. Two
sets of questions follow. One is labeled general. the other. specific. These are merely
guidelines. Do not limit the discussion to these questions alone. Do not hesitate to ask
the speakers additional questions if they raise points not covered in these questions or
if you want more information.

*GENERAL

1. What is the best part of your job?

2. What is the most frustrating part of your job?
3. Why and how did you become involved with (name of organization)?

4. What has been the most effective thing your organization has done?

5. What and/or who has helped,the most?
6. What kinds of problems are encountered with opposition groups? How do

you counterattack opposition interests?

smarm
1. Begin rl showing the panel members the list of problems you identified when you

conducted the community survey. Explain to the panelists that residents
complained most about these ?articular problems.

2. Next. explain to the panelists which problem(s) your class chose. Explain how
and why you selected the problem(s). Ask if the panelists feel you were right in
selecting the problem(s).
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3. Then. tell theta abOut intirviewing people in the community who were
le about the problem area and how. based on those interviews, you

objectives and an action plan for solving the problem. Give the
pencils% a brief simunary of the objectives and the action strategy your class
developed.

a. How, if at all. should this strategy be revised. and why?

b. le it a realistic one in terms of manageability, i.e., money. community
resources, manpower and time?

C. Are our objectives realistic? Why or why not? How could we measure our
objectives If we were to implement the action plan. do you think we would
accomplish our objectives?

d. U this problem edits. and the residents feel so strongly about it. why Isn't
something ahea4y beingdone?

e. If we were to bring this problem to the attention of a government official,
would helshe do something about it? Why or why not?

f. Do yip think we could realistically solve this problem if we tried?

After the session with the panelists, talk about what was learned using the following
questions or similar ones,

1. Did the panelists point out deficiencies or errors in the strategy your class
developed? U so. what were they? Did they make suggestions?

2. How can you revise the strati. to incorporate the panelists' criticism of it?
3. Did they feel the probleft you chose to analyze could be the basis of a class

community action project? Why or why not? Did they feel another problem was
e? so. why?

Some of the sttidents may wish to try to implement the project analyzed in class. Other
students may simply wish to share what they have learned thus far with others. Some
options include: presentations to other' classes, other student groups, parents,
teachers. or community groups. A conference on *Problems in Our Community: What
Can We Do to Help?* could be arranged. Guidelines and helpful hints are included in
two other publicationaEducationfor Participation and Youth Action, both available
from the Constitutional Rights Foundation. Suite 409, 6310 San Vicente Boulevard.
Los Angeles. California 90048.

One final option is considered in greater detail in the next section. Students can share
what they have learned and experienced through the written word. Students can see
themselves in print.



SUGGESTED COMMUNITY SURVEY

1. hi order of importance, what three community problems concern you most?

a.

b.

2. WhOt do these problems concern you?

3. If you were going to try to solve the first problem, who would you contact in the

community for support and help?

4. Are you personally a member of any co. mntmity group or association that is

sometimes involved in community action projects. or projects that will improve

the community?

yes-.
a. If so, which organization?.

b. What was the latest project your organization worked on?
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Section III
See It In Mat

INTRODUCTION
A PEER AUDIENCE BASED WRITING
.IPROGRAI*7A CIIANGE IN ROLES*

In traditional writing sesignMents (+Way cum book reports. term papers. etc.),
the role of the teaciher is that of eveluator. The grade on.the paper informs the student of
his merit as a writer. The stseeessful student is one whoidiscovers what the teacher
wants to read and then writes it. This view of the kinctionofwriting is a limited One, to
so/ the least. and for the student who is Unsuccessful at" her what she wants.' it

devastating. Writing becomes a punishment andapa11r Struggle which he views as
doomed from the dart.

The following manual presents an alternative approach to writing assignments in
which both teachers and students function in quite different, roles. The teacher
becomes an editor, and the student is both writer and audience. The student writes
primarily for an audience of his peers. and their Kewanee to his writing tells him if be
has accomplished his purpose NIA writer..

Teachers can make many peer audiences available to student writers, the most
accessible being the other mentbersof the class. Duplicating some or all of the students'

a responses to a Oven assignment, readingessigtunents aloud io the class. emulating
assignments with attached comment, sheets and exchanging assignments in small
groups are all ',aye to allow students to read other students, work and provide them
with critical responses.

Another audience can be created with the organization of a city or statewide
newsletter of classes. Finally a nationwide audience can be provided through the
newsletter JUSTUS and the Chicago, Sun. Times.

The goals of such a writing program are:
1. Students will understand that good writing 13 clear. interesting and

effective communication..
2. Students will recognize good writing when they read it.
3. Students will view their own writing as an important tool of

communication.
4. Students will become better able to communicate effectively in

writing.

THE TEACHER AS EDITOR--A CHALLENGING JOB
In order for students to write effectively for peer audiences, the teacher must do

several things:

1. Structure assignments that will encourage students to produce interesting
writing. (Some assignments are suggested in this manual, and these
assignments can be adapted to any unit of instruction. We suggest that writing
for audiences other than the teacher be an ongt.ing component of the law-related
education course.)

2. Decide which writings the class will read and whether or not the Writers should
remain anonymous.

3. Provide the vehicle for getting student writings into the hands of the audience.

4. Train students to offer useful and constructive rognonses to writers. Responses
and criticism should be as specific as possible. For example. "I liked IL" is not as
acceptable response. however, "I liked it because the examples you gave reallya showed me how you felt,* is acceptable.

'Steiner, Patsy. Unpublished paper CRT/Chicago. 1979
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The *Wier may find it new rosy to provide specific uons to use in
discussing the Writing& For example, 'What point is the ter trying to maker
or *How does the author try to convince you that he Is right?* or "What sentences
are unclesr to your

5. Creates diming in which teacher comments are no more Important than student
comments. One wetr to faditate this climate is for.th. teacher to write the
assignment too and allow the class to read and writing
just aa they do *Wows. Elimination of grades than PASS/FAIL on such
assignments can move the focus of student attention from teacher to student
opinion. Another strategy is fbr the teacher to refrain from making evaluative
comments during class discussion, remaining In the role of moderator. In any
case, it Is crucial that the student audience responses be viewed by the writer as
important and meaningful and not simply a prelude to the *real.things--what the
teacher thinks.

8. Set a tone of respect for writers and their writing. We often forget that the way a
person uses language is as much a part of his personality as any other single
characteristic. If we belittle his writing, we are belittling him.

SUGGESTED ArS;GNIEBNIS-4 PLACE TO START
Opholloa Midas
1. Ask students to answer specific, open-ended questions and support their answers
with specific reasons Or evidence. Have students read and respond to some or all of tne
writings. Having students write rather than talk about their opinions can be very
effective in situations where students feel uncomfortable discussing certain issues. For
example. in Raleigh. N.C. in the spring of 1975, it was virtually impossible to discuss
the Joanne Little case in a racially-mixed classroom. Silence or mayhem might have
ensued, but never a healthy exchange of ideas and opinion. In tense or uncomfortable
situations, students can write down their opinions and when the teacher shares the
writing' with the class (keeping the authors anonymous), discussion may be possible.
Even if discussion does not result, the students will have had the chance to
communicate their opinions to one another. The teacher may choose to center the
discussion on the effectiveness of the writing rather than on the sensitive issue.

Sample open-ended rations:
Should television be ceitsored? If so, by whom?
Should students be involved in decisions about

courses offered in high school?
Should a high school newspaper be permitted to

bring an advertisement for an X-rated movie?
Should a landlord have the right-to refuse to

rent an apartment to a family with children?

2. Assign letters to the editor of the school or local paper on an issue which has been
discussed in class. Submit some or all of the letters to the paper (with the author.s

permission).

Sample issues:

Local ordinance banning outdoor rock concerts
Local police crackdown on massage parlors
School policy on open campus
Student involvement in teacher evaluation process

3. Book, movie and t.v. show reviews

Divide the cats into groups of four or five and assign each group a book to read and
review. Each member of the group writes his own review. Then the group selects
excerpts from each review to be duplicated and read by the class.

4. Point/Counterpoint
Using open-ended questions of opinion, assign half the class the task of writing

so
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papers in which they support their side of an issue. Then give their finished papers to
the other half of the class, assigning them the task of arguing against what the first
student has written. Duplicate selected pairs of papers for the class to read and discuss.
or have pairs of students read their papers aloud (Jack Kilpatrick/Sluuut Alexander
51714-

Newspaper IPirittog

Many types of newspaper writing provide good models for students writing for peer
audience.. lithe students are keeping a dipping file in conjunction with other activities
in the course, many writing assignments can grow out of the file itself.

1. News writingSample assignments
a. Stage an argument or scene of violence between the teacher and another school-
staff member in front of the dads. (The students shotlld not know it is an act.) After the
altercation is finished and the teacher is alone with the class, the teacher asks each
student to-write a detailed account of what happened since each one is a witness. The
writing. witvarygreatly and a discussion of the variations can show great deal about
eyewitness accounts. -.0

b. Have students ply the roles of witnesses to a crime. Other studenteLiterview the
witnesses and write fair, unbiased newspaper accounts of the crime, a

c. As part of a field trip project, assign students the task of writing a news story on some
aspect of the-trip. instead of reporting on the entire. trip. the student will be forced to
find an angle and shape a story which'''s interesting to readers outside the class.

I
.2. Pictures
a. Give students the opportunity to try their hand at editorial cartooning. The teacher
can suggest possible issues or questions which might be the focus of cartoons. Plenty of
samples should be available in the clipping
b. Students with an interest in photography could be given the option of doing a
photographic essay as a composition assignment.. .

3. Editorials
Let students write editorials on topics using editorials from local and national papers as
models.

Provide editorials on issues and assign students the task of writing a rebuttal to
editorials with which they disagree.

4. Newspapers and subtle bias
Study the subtle bias of the local newspaper in its coverage of stories. Remember to
consider not only the stories themselves. but also their position in the paper. the
amount of space devoted to them contrasted to that of other stories. the use of
photographs to imply editorial' opinions, the wording of headlines, the omission of
information, or followup stories and letters to the editor. Once the students have
begun to understand this concept. assign them the task of writing a news story into
which they intentionally insert a subtle bias. Then the class should read the stories to
determine the subtle bias of each article.

Sample assignment:

You are the reporter and the facts you have collected on ar! incident at a local high
school are:

1. Two girls. onel,white and one black, had a fight in gym class.
2. The gym instructor. who is white, said, The incident occurred after a call by the
black girl who was serving as,a referee in a class volleyball game. The white girl didn't
like the call so she hit the black girl. The black girl defended herself."
3. The whit, girl refused to talk to the reporter.
4. The black girl said. "She hit me sot hit her back. She was mad because she hadn't
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been playing deod the whole game and she tried to blame it on me."
5. Neither girl required hospitalisation. Both were sent to the school nurse. The
white girl received a black eye and the black girl received several superficial scratches
an her face.
8. The school nurse, who is black, said. *This le the third Vane in two days I've had to
patch up kids who were fighting. It must have something to do with the fact that
spring break is corning up pretty soon and everyone is getting itchy to get out of
here.*
F. The principal was out of the building and unavailable for comment.

Using the notes. write a short news story on the incident. First try to write the story
withcomplete objectivity. Then write it again Weeding a subtle bias into the text of your
article.

The Wards,
Onlyway to use a resource person in the classroom is to have students interview him

or her as if they were newspaper reporters. Advanced preparation, planning and
research on the part of the students can make the interview itself an exciting experience
for the class and their guest. The use of a tape recorder and application of some editing
skills can produce an interesting, readable article for a newspaper, the school paper or
tfUST-US.

Suggested procedure: .

1. Once the decision is made that the resource person will come for an interview, the
class 'Oust do a little research on the guest himself so that they don't plan-questions
that the guest simply cannot answer. For example. if the guest is a lawyer, it would be
help to know what his specialties are. Next the class should choose issues or subjects
they t to ask the resource person about. Suppose the guest is a lawyer specializing
in cri inal cases. Appropriate subjects might include: plea bargaining, inequalities in
the j tice system, the process of preparing a case for trial, or ethics in the legal
pro ion. .

2. The class can now begin to plan" questions for the interview. Each question
be carefully revised until it is clear and precise. For example, "What is your

inion of plea ba ning?" is a pretty vague question that may elicit several different
ewers. *Under t circumstances will you plea bargain a case for a client?* is more

pecific and clear. .

3. The day of the interview, students should have the prepared questions in front of
them. This saves time and allows students to keep track of whether all their questions
are being answered. Students should be encouraged to ask spontineous questions if
the guest raises unanticipated points or doesn't answer a question clearly. Caution
students to listen carefully so that they won't ask questions the guest has already
answered.

4. Tape record the interview so that the questions andanswers can be the basis fora
published article.

The Panel Dissuades
Avarlation on the interview procedure is a panel discussion of three or four resource

people who have differing points of view, backgrounds or training. In this kind of
discussion, the class needs to clarify the issue under consideration before choosing the
panelists. For example, suppose the class is studying Consumer protection legislation.
They might plan a panel discussion to educate consumers about their rights and
responsibilities in dealing with door-to-door salesmen. (A discussion of this kind might
be well-suited to a workshop or convention planned by students.) Possible panelists for
such a discussion include: a member of the Better Business ihireau, a sales
representative from a firm that deals in door-to-door sales, a policeman who has had
experience with cases of consumer fraud, a representative from a consumer-advocates
group, a representative from a consumer-advocates branch of the local government, or
a lawyer who has had experience defending or prosecuting cases of consumer fraud.

Once the panelists have been lined up. the class must plan questions which will
allow participants to share their knowledge and expertise with the audience and to
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interact with one another. A moderator should also be selected (a student or a teacher)
to maintain order and provide a summary for tle audience at the end of the discussion.

Here again. a tape recording of the discussion can provide the basis for a worthwhile
article.

Letters to Which Answers Ass Expected

Another audience can be provided a student by assigning him the task of writing to
someone froth Whom he expecte an answer. These letters should not be vague general
requests foe, the information you have on prisons.* but rather, they should be-
airefully-planned questions on specific subjects. For example. a class studying the
state juvenile justice system discovers that in many instances minors serve time with
adult offenders. The clod reacts strongly to this fact and wants to find out more about
the problem. Individuals or groups of students could write to different officials asking.
for their views or explinations. Many letters are possible: a state prison administrator,
state legislators on the corrections subcommittee. state probation officers, etc. Each
letter would request the kinds of info rmation and opinions that the recipient could best
provide. Students should save copies of their letters so that when the answers come
back. the pairs of letters can be studied and discussed by the class. These pairs of letters
can provide interesting reading in newspapers. as well.

Other possible audiences for letter writingiinchida inmates. judges. highway-patrol
local elected officials, etc. In each case the letter should ask specific questions

that the student genuinely wants to have answered. It would not be wise for large
numbers of students in the same class to write to the same person as this would
decrease the Chances of any student's receiving an answer.

Personal or lenstive Writing
When students write about specific experiences in childhood, their writing is

usually lively and interesting. If a person writes something he remembers, he must
include details and imagery which are a part of the memory itself. These details make
the writing come alive for the reader. Students enjoy reading each others' childhood
memories, and the reader responses are usually supportk., and positive for the writer.
Writings about childhood law-related experiences can help students understand how
their attitudes and values have been shaped by their experiences.

Sample assignments:

1. Tell about an encounter you had as a child with a policeman

2. Tell about a time you were treated unjustly

3. Tell about a time you were discriminated against

4. Tell about a time you learned something about the difference between right and
wrong

Fiction Writing

Fiction writing requires a bit more imagination than the recounting of personal
experiences. Students can be encouraged to try writing short stories and fictional
anecdotes with structured assignments that help them come up with ideas. Because
writing good fiction requires considerable skill, it is advisable to refrain from grading
these attempts of student writers. The responses of the peer audience and written
teacher comments will be less likely to discourage a student from trying to write stories
again.

1. Give students two characters and assign them the task of writing a dialogue between
the two that sounds as if real people were talking (Sample pairs: a teenager and a
policeman. a lawyer and a client, a parent and his child who has just been arrested. an
angry consumer and the manager of a store.) Have pairs of students tape record the
scripts and let the class listen and critique them.
2. Provide students with several last lima to stories. Assign them the task of selecting
one final line and writing the story that leads up to it.
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Last lines:

a. She looked at the judge's face for some sign of emotion, but she saw nothing.

b. She returned to her office to finish reviewing the Andrews case, and there was a
hideous tangerine convertible parked in her space.

c. As the officers stepped into the hall, it was all I could do to keep from shouting.
You blind fools!'

& If cared to loOk. a beautifully tended garden was visible out the small
window of the a&

3. GM students a fact situation involving a legal isstie or accident. Sketch the
characters briefly. Have students select one of the characters and tell a story from his
point of view.

Samples Jim- 1 ()years olds high school graduate; works in a factory; lives at home
but 0 saving4o get an apartment of his own.
Luke- 13 years old: small for his age; has trouble in school because he
can't
Louise- their mother, a widow, works for the phone company. Jim tells
his mother that Luke has joined a gang. He likes the other guys in the
gang. and his best friend is a member. The gang may be responsible for
most of the vandalism at the school.

4. Select a newspaper account which involves a law-related case. Give students the
newspaper account and have them write short stories based on it. Share the stories in
class.

Possible follow up: Invite someone to class who was involved in the accident
described in the newspaper story. Let the class ask questions and discuss the incident
with the resource person. and perhaps share their stories with him or her.

5. Suggest that students visit locations such as courtroorn. probation officer's office,
jail, lawyer's office, etc. to observe the physical details. They may take notes and,
perhaps. sketch. (Photographs may not be allowed. Check first). Then have them write a
story which begins with a description of the office,

The Survey
A survey can be a valuable research tool if planned carefully. As in the case of all

research projects. if students are trying to find out something they reallywant to know,
the project will be more successful than if they are answering questions proxided by the
teacher.

Suppose, for example, in a class.discussion on the legalization of marijuana, a
student asserts that most young people think marijuana should be legalized. When
asked to support such a generalization, the student will probably be at a loss for such
evidence. One way for him to gather evidence to support his claim is to conduct a
survey. If there is sufficient interest, the class could take on the survey as a project.

Proems
I. First the issues involved and the answers sought must be clarified. It is important

to keep the scope of the project within manageable limits. In the survey mentioned
above, the group could try to find out:

1. What percentage of young people (ages 12-22) in the sample think marijuana
should be legalized?

2. What are their reasons?
3. What percentage of young people in the sample think marijuana should not be
legalized?

4. What are their reasons?
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IL The next task Is to formulate questions fot? the survey.

A. Fit the language to the level of the audience you plan fa-interview. Try to pick
words that have the same meaning for everyone. "marijuana" would be a better choice.

B. Define terms dearly and specifically. In the example, the words "young" and
legalize's need to be defined clearly.

C. Avoid long questions which may confuse the respondents.

D. Establish a frame of reference.

Don't asks Should marijuana be legalized?

Asks Should buying Marijuana for personal use be against the law? Should selling

margmarijuanauana?
be against -the law? Should the government regulate the sale of

E. Decide whether to use a direct or indirect question.

Dkeet: Have you smoked marijuana?

Indirect: What percen. tage of your friends smoke marijuana?
0% 10%

11% 30%
31% 50%
51% 75%
78% 99%
100%

F. Decide whether the question should be opened or closed.

Open:

Closed:

Tell me your opinion of the following statement. "Marijuana is harmful

to people whO smoke it daily."

Marijuana is harmful to people who smoke it daily."
Deftnitely.agree
Somewhat agree
Don't know undecided
Somewhat disagree
Definitely disagree

G. Phrase questions so that they are not necessarily objectionable

Don't ask: Did you graduate from high school?

Ask: What is the highest grade in school you completed?

H. Questions should be limited to a single Idea.

Don't ask: Do you think people who use marijuana become dependent on the drug
and lost interest in their responsibilities?

Ask: Do you think some pepole who use marijuana become dependent on the drug?

Do you think some people who us* marijuana lose interest in their responsibilities?

I. Keep the questionnaire anonymous unless there is a specific reason why you will
need the name of the person answering the questionnaire.

III. Organizing the Questionnaire

A. Start with easy questions that the person responding to the survey will enjoy
answering.
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B. T and questions should be arranged so that they make the most sense to the
person is answering the survey.

C. Open-ended questions which require the most thought and writing should be
kept to a minimum. Generally, these should be placed at the end to assure that the
dosed questions will be answered.

N. Gaining Access to the Sample

Decide on a manageable number of respondents and plan how they will be surveyed.
If you wish to poll the attitudes of 12-22 year olds. as in the case of the example above.
you will need to End equal numbs's of people from each age in the group. Other social
studies classes in the area have to be sought elsewhere such as at a local college. junior
college. or technical school.

Records of sources of respondents should, be kept and details about the sample
should be included with the data in any written report about the survey.

V. Administering the Questionnaire

A. Take the questionnaireyourself and try it out on three: or four other people. This
will help you pinpoint confusing questions and will let youknow approximately how
long it talus iZo answer the questions.

B. When administering the questionnaire to a groups introduce yourself and
explain the reason for the survey. Be sure to explain howydu plan to use their responses
and tell if you plan to publish the results after they are compiled.

C. Administering the survey to an individual on the street requires different
strategies. You will have to read the questionnaire orally and write the appropriate
responses on the sheet as the person answers. When approaching a stranger. be sure to
introduce yourself and explain the purpose of the survey. Ask the individual whether
helshe would mind spending a few minutes to help you complete this project. If the
respondent is reluctant, don't persist. Be sure to tell participants that their names will
not be used.

A NATIONWIDE* AUDIENCE I
Students should be encouraged to submit articles to newspapers expressing their

views on issues and reporting on community action projects they have been involved in.
as well as other topics concerning citizenship.

The following is a general list of categories of contributions. These should guide you
but not restrict you. If you have an idea which doesn't seem to fit anywhere here. please
send it. All page lengths indicated refer to liVex 11* double-spaced. typewritten pages.
on one side of the only.

Factual Feature - a 3-5
features: a crime from vic
the impact of Tide IX on h
owned by teenagers. Make
how general the area that
to specific examples in

Fiction Feature 3.5
are related in theme or
science fiction and fan
issues from different

News Stories - 3-5
incidents and sh
occurred.

Editorials- 1-2 pag
event. Issue or
interest to a nati
specific reasons

article which fdcuses on a specific problem. Sample
's point of view. an interview with a juvenile court judge,
school athletic programs, a look at a corporation run and

article as detailed and specific as you can. No matter
article touches, the article itself must be narrowed down
to be interesting to your audience.

short stories. vignettes. character sketches and tales which
bject matter to justice and the law. Don't overlook the areas of

literature which offer great opportunities to explore social
fives.

es: strictly informative stating the facts surrounding the
include the answers to who, why, whim, when and how it

tatement of personal opinion in which you discuss or interpret an
trig. Be sure to select a subject which will be law-related and of

wide audience. Support your general statements of opinion with
d facts.
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Interviews 2-3 pare: write to or speak with someone who is an authority on a law-
related subject ,(prison administrator. probation officer. judge. congressman. prison
inmate. consumer advocate, etc.). Request specific information or the answers to the
specific questions from him or her.

Surveys end Ois Polls 2 ppaagges: a survey can be a valuable research tool and
depending on the questions Included. can be of interest to readers.

'Book Said No Reviews - up to 1 page; write your reviews assuming that your reader
has not read the book or seen the movie. Your own opinion Should be a part of your
review and should be supported with reasons and examples. It is not necessary (or
advisable) in a review of this kind to tell the entire story of the book or movie.

The Rights of Tenth students may address questions concerning the rights ofyoung
people to an expert in the field who will be responsible for this column. Pertinent
questions and answers will be published. .

Photegaphs - You may want to submit photos to accompany a story you have written.
Action shots are preferable to "mug shots*. In theimptiOn under the picture. identify the
subject of your photo. lizou have a group picture. identify the people from left to right,
spelling all mulles and titles accurately.

If you are a Photographer, you may wish to submit a photographic essay, a group of
photos which tell a story or make a point end! little or no text.

All photos should be black and white, glossy and at least 3" x 5". Tape the caption to the
bottom white edge of the photo. Protect the photo for mailing with cardboard backing
on both sides. Mark the outside of the envelope "Fragile".

Puesdes, Games, Buda Teasers - crossword puzzles, double crostics, word'games, etc.
using words found in the study of justice and the law. Logical problems and
conundrums also accented. (Sample: there was a single eye-witness to a murder
who testified t the murderer. Her testimony was convincing and the murderer
was convicted o murder. The jury sentenced the convicted murderer to be
executed. but there wait no way the judge would ever order the sentence to be carried
out, even though the murderer was alive. The murderer was then'et free. Why?
(Answer: the murderer was a Siamese twin.)

2

Cartons Humor - 1-3 frames based on law-related situation or themes: Jokes. one-
liners, quips. puns, anecdotes from 1 line to 1 paragraph in length,

ARTICLES MAY BE SUBMITTED TO:

JUST-US i
do Constitutional Rights Foundation
8310 San Vicente Boulevard
Los Angeles. California 90648

A national student-written newspaper that provides a forum for young people
concerned with the imptpvement °Lour Justice system.

"YOUTH AND JUSTICE" Sult-TOries
do Constitutional Rights Foundation
Suite 1854
122 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago. Illinois 60608

A weekly page written for and by young people involved in understanding and
improving our legal erystem.

Your own: student paper
local paper .

state education newsletter


